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Thursday,
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Call
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ITEM # 2

MINUTE
LOS ANGELES COUN~ TRANSPORTAtiONCOMML~S~DN 403 ~ 8th ~,~ Su~ 500, Lo~ A~ ~ CA90014 (213i
BUS

OPERATIONS

SUBCOMMITTEE

FEBRUARY

MEMBERS

21,

PRESENT

Name

Aqency

Jim Parker
David Feinberg
Dan Gomez
Birgit Brazill
Bill Forsythe
Karen King
Larry Torres
Catherine
Cole
Cara Rice
StephanieGriffin
Steven Brown
Bob,Hildebrand

Gardena
Arcadia
Commerce
Culver City
Foothill
Transit
Long Beach
Montebello
Norwalk
Redondo Beach
Santa Monica
SCRTD
Torrance
OTHERS

PRESENT

Joe Lynn
Richard Drake
Brain Hyman
Larry Schlegel
LACTC

STAFF

Commerce
Fleet Maintenance
SCRTD
SCRTD
PRESENT

Rex Gephart
Dale Royal
Frank Zarider

AGENDA.I:BOSMIN

1990

Consultants

626-0370

BOS MINUTES - FEBRUARY
February 26, 1990
Page 2

I.

CALL TO ORDER
The

If.

meeting

F~ 90-91
Rex

21 MEETING

- BO.~

was

LACTC

- Action

called

to order

FUNDING

Gephart,

at ii:00

~T.T~CATION

LACTC,

presented

a.m.

- Information
the

item.

Gephart asked the members if they had any questions
or
comments
regarding
the TPM Bonus Pool calculations
and the
Proposition
A Discretionary
Fund Allocation
by formula.
Chairman
Parker noted that the municipa ! operators
would
like to see copies of their three-variable
cost allocation
worksheets
and review the TPM process in detail, at a future
meeting.
catherine
Cole, Norwalk,
requested
that LACTC staffadd
note to the table entitled
"FY 1991 Regional
Funding
Estimate"
to explain OWP dollars, by operator.
III.

LACTC

30-YEARS

Richard
item.

Drake,

BUS

CAPITAL

Fleet

PLAN

- Information

Maintenance

Consultants,

presented

a

the

Drake asked the operators
to review his costestimates
and
revise the .figures
accordingly.
Drake emphasized
that some
of the figures were very rough estimates
and he looked
forward to the operators
assisting
him refining
the numbers.
Drake asked to receive all comments
and revisions
by March
i, 1990.
IV.

NEW BUSINESS
The members asked LACTC staff to schedule
an
information
session on an upcoming
BOS meeting
agenda to go over the LACTC Local Return guidelines.
In particular,
members had questions
about Local
Return audit findings
and which projects
should
appear in the SRTP.
t

AGENDA.
DR:gh

I:BOSMIN

Chairman
Parker requested
that
interagency
transfer
agreements
next BOS meeting agenda.

a discussion
of
be placed on the

ITEM # 3
LOsAngelesCounty
Transportation
Commission
403WestEighth.Street
Suite500
LosAngeles
California90014-3096
(213)626-0370

March

8, 1990

MEMO TO:

BUS

FROM:

SHARON

SUBJECT:

FY 1991

OPERATIONS
NEELY,

SUBCOMMITTEE
MANAGER

REVISED

LACTC

- 3/15

OF TRANSIT
BUS

FUNDING

MEETING

PROGRAMS
ALLOCATION

ESTIMATES

Attached
are revised LACTC FY 1991 funding allocation
estimates,
pending
approval
of the BOS. The tables show the results
of the
Formula Allocation
Procedure
(FAP), the Transit Perfoxmance
Measurement (TPM) Program, and funding allocations
¯from Section
Operating,
STA, and TDA Article 4.
This revised set of funding allocations
differs from the previous
funding allocations
presented
at the February
21, 1990 meeting of
the BOS as follows:
i) $5,163,400
in FY 1989 Prop A carryover
funds has
added tooperator
Prop A Discretionary
allocations.
in FY 1990 TDA Article 4 carryover
¯2) $2,123,000
been added to FY 1991 operator
TDA allocations.
Please review and respond
15, 1990. Call Dale Royal

SHARON NEELY
Manager
Transit Programs

SN/DR:INCENFNL.DR

Attachment

been

funds

with your comments
no later than
of my staff at (213) 236-9456.

has

March

LACTC
TRANSIT
FORV~JLA
ALLOCATZON
FORFY 1991
BUSOPERATOR
SHARES
FINAL
Pass~er

Base

50~
153,306.50
~,937.~0
101,9~6.50
4~,283.50

~,363.33
17,97%00
0.00
1,108,467.00

219,~9.~
95,~8.50
10%%6.50
1,537,~0.50

0.1263~
0.043~
0.059~
0.896~

$0.50
$0.~
$0.50
~0.50
Sl.00
~.50

~,967.50
2,939,238.50
~,890.50
~0~,3~4.50
~2,212.50

24,501.00
5,596,~.67
1,976,2~.00
35~,897.00
17,1~.50

1~,~.50
8~535,~5.17
2,~5,1~.50
~9,2~1.50
~12.00

0.060~
4.97~
1.55~5X
0.~
0.019~

SO.50

~0,1~.00

1,382,619.00

Arc~a
Ctar~nt
C~rce
Cutver City

FY89
FY89
FY89
FY89

S~tt~
S~t~
S~tl~
s~tl~

15
15
15
15

3~,613
155,8~
203,893
858,567

S~,5~5
S17,971
$0
S1,1~,467

$0.~
~.50
SO.O0
$0.50

La Mtrada
Lo~ Beech
Hont~tto
Norvatk
R~o~o Beach
Santa Honfca

FY89 S~tt~
FY89 Sctf~
FY~ S~tf~
FY89 S~tf~
FY~ S~tf~
FY89 S~tf~

15
15
15
15
15
15

169,935
5,8~,~
1,3~,781
808~9
1~,~25
3,&89,&56

$Z~,501
~,716,000
$1,976,2~
$55~7
S5~,3~
$5,~,~

Torra~e
TOTAL

FY89 S~t~ 15

1 ,~,258

SI,~,619

Fo~ta Share is ~s~ ~ e~lt~ ~rator
S~I~ 15 r~ts for FY 1~, ust~
Section 15 Fo£m 201/202 for ~e~ a~ Fom ~ for ~hfcLe service mites.
st~e the Ge~ra[ DAR share execs the FAP timlt

of 0.2~00~ ~ 0.0~5~ the ~hares for.

Disk: FY 19~1For~Jta Attocatton Bus Operator Shares

Adjmt~

Fare

1.2~6~
2,212,7~.00
100.0000~
171,5~9,~.55
= ==========- ==_===~==== _ _=

DRAFT
13/5/90]

Fy89
Operator
Arcadia

ALl
Local

AtL
DAR

0.00~

100.00%

Commerce

92.6~

0.00~

7.31%

L~ Bea~

92.3~

0.0~

Santa H~ica
SCRTD
Torra~e

91.~
7~.1~
~.05~

8,0~
25.~
31.~

FILE: I NC~NFNL
.V~I

0.00%

At L
Express

0.~
0.0~
6,2~

FY~

1987

1987

[315/90]

1987

SO.O0
SO.O0

$20.Z5
$28.0~
~.00
~.00
~.00

~51.10
$60.40
FY~

FILE:

1968

5;74.41
$52./~4
1988

INCERFNL

$57.00
~.~

~2.59

~.00

~0.00
$33.97

$62o37
$52.66

69

1988

1989

1989

1989

198~

DAR

LOCAL

EXPRES~

DAR

LOCAL

$22.7&
$2~,.54
$77.06

$0.00
$0.00
$70.52

$0.00
$0.00
SO.O0
’

SO.O0

$55.69

SO.O0

.MC~

........

$24.11
$25.69
S57.98
SO.O0

198~

1~;~

0.00~
0.00~
~.2G~

0.00~
0.00~
6~..47~
O.OOY.
~.8~

37.8~

0,00~

"’"

lq69

1989

1989

1989

0.00"~

"

35

1~

0

1989

D~AFT
LOCAL
Arcad|a

1
1
2
0
0
1
1
2
1
2
1

0.00
0.00
3.29
0.40
0.90
0.00
0.00
1.06
0.08
1.g~
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
O.U,
0.00
0.00
0.00

0
2

0.~6
6.74

-0.05
1.8~

Rate:

F][LE: INCENFNL
.M¢1

4.50~

4.50~

2.73
-2.79
25.80
0,00
0.00
0.00
-1.21
1.7~
0.59 .

EXPRESS

-2.67

O.OOX
0.00~
57.9P’~
37.15~
31.92~
0.00~
0o00~
36.39~
38.35X
O.OOX

0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.0~
0,00~
0.00~
0,00~
29.4~
0.00~
0.00~

0.00
4.61

~6.05~
33.20~

33.50~
37.20~

4.50~

DAR

LOCAL

E’A~RESS

DA~

LOCAL
0
0
66
45
51
0
0
40
61
18
0
69
6T
28

EXPRESS
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
35
3~.
2~

DAR
5
3
2
0
0
0
T
3
4
3
4
0
0
3

~r

C~

Per Cent Pep Cent ...........

CatcutateCountywide
~ean.............

DAR

HaxCo~t:
FIS~at Yem"88
#A.1
#AI
LOCAL
EXPRESS

#A1
DAR

$74.15

Ffscat Year" 89
#~2,
LOCAL

$7~,.2~
#A2
EXPRESS

¯ S77.06

SO.O0
SO.O0
$0.00
$0.~0

$24.54
$77.(~,
SO.O0
$0.00

$0.00
$79.52
S50.O0
S55.69

$0.00
SO.O9
SO.O0
$0.00

$25.69
$57.98
SO.O0
SO.~O

$0.00

SO.O0

S~3~.20

SO.O0

SO.O0

~,$.01

SO.O0

$~,1.89

$~$o09

$55~8

S60.51

S37.83

$71.9~.

S~.14

SO7.9~

$55.61

$52.66

$56.88

$~1.01
I~x Cos~:

FILE: INCE~FNL.M~I

SO.~

SO.96

#A2
DAft

$0.00
$74.15
S~.?’/
S57.00

$~2.1~

1~3"~~tem:

SO.O0

$5.~8

GPDAR

-4.~’~ .
11~8~
-2.30~

0.00~
0.00~
0.00~

"24.76X
0.00~
0.00~

SO.~O
$0.67
S0.61

SO.O0
SO.O0
SO.O0

SO.00
SO.O0
SO.O0

0.00~

0.00~

17.83X

SO.O0

SO.O0

S2.6~

-0.57X

-Oog~,x

0.00~

$0.21

$0o15

SO.O0

5.36~

6.~

$1.15

$1.~6

SO.O0

-7.~X
133~

$11.17

E&H

DRAFT
#A
LOCAL
8.00X
O.OOX
0.~
8.~
0.0~
7.3~
7.71~
7.45~
0.~
0.~

EXPRESS
8.00~
0.00~
0.00"~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.00~
0.64X
0.00~
1.27X

Arcadia
Corrmerce

1
0
0.5

1
0
0.5

NA
~
NA

I
I
1

~
~
I

~
NA

1
0.5

1
0.75

NA
NA
NA

O.~
O.~
I

NA
NA
1

NA
NA
~

I
0.5
0.5

NA
NA

0o~
0

,1
1

NA
NA

I
0.5

DRAFT
(1)

(2)
(3)
Heximu~ Total Becks
8Q~s Points Ee~:I

(4)
Bo~us

(5)
Dfscr $$
Allocated gy

(6)
Total
Oiscr S$
Disbn’sed

(7)
Bonus
F~ds
~rne~

DRAFT
FY19~1REGIONAL
F/JNOIMG
EST|~ATES
($000)
(3/5/~0)
PROP
A D~SC.
SECTION
9
OPERATING
$0
$0
$0
$0

TOTAL
$507
$176
~86
$3,537

$0
$0

$~,337’

S40~,741
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ITEM # 4
LOSAngelesCounty
~’ransportation
Commission
403WestEighthStreet
Suite500
LosAngeles
California90014-3096
1213)626-O370

March

MEMO

8, 1990

TO:

BUS

OPERATIONS

FROM:

SHARON

SUBJECT:

BUS

NEELY,

OPERATOR

SUBCOMMITTEE
MANAGER

- 3/15

OF TRANSIT

PROPOSITION

MEETING

PROGRAMS

A DISCRETIONARY

BALANCES

As requested
at the February
i, 1990 meeting
of the Bus Operations
Subcommittee,
the following
is a table of operator-specific
Proposition A Discretionary
balances.
Please review and comment
no later than March
Dale Royal of my staff at’(213)
236-9456.

SHARON NEELY
Manager
Transit Programs

SN/DR:DISCCOF4.DR
Attachment

15,

1990.

Contact

PROPOSITION A DISCRETIONARY BALANCES

ITEM # 5
Los AngelesCounty
Transportation
Commission
403WestEighthS~reet
Suite500
LosAngeles
California90014-3096
(213)626-0370

March

M~MO

8, 1990

TO:

BUS

OPERATIONSSUBCOMMITTEE

FROM:

SHARON

SUBJECT:

FY 1990

NEELY,
TRANSIT

MANAGER

- 3/15

OF TRANSIT

OPERATOR

MID-YEAR

MEETING

PROGRAMS
FUNDING

ADJUSTMENTS

Table I (attached)
summarizes
the recommended
FY 1990 Mid-Year
Funding
Adjustments
for transit operators.
The final allocations
for the fiscal year are normally
determined
at this time in midyear when the federal apportionments
and State Transit Assistance
(STA) allocations.become
available.
The TDA and Prop A estimates
have been confirmed
by the County Auditor-Controller.
This item goes before the Transit Committee
on March 19, 1990.
Please review and submit your comments
no later than March 15,
1990. ContactDale
Royal of my staff at (213) 236-9456.

SHARON NEELY
Manager
Transit Programs

SN/DR:MIDYEAR.DR
Attachment

Yage

I of 2

DRAFT
FY 1990 HIDoyEARREALLOCATIONS
~CE~S C0Um~
~SZT O~TOa
~S
(3/7190)

~OS

~ T~TE

Federal Section 9 Capital

FY 1990 G~3RP~2CT FY 1990REVISED
~
ESTI~TE
(0003

32,521

192,6~

(TDA)

State Transit AssistanceFund"

Prop. A Rall Development

0

37,220

9031
196,

2,136

+2,136

188

-9052

..

0

9052

+905

S~arf recommendsall STAF revenueshe allocated($905,000revenue
share.plus $8~3,&98populationshare)to the STAF Rall Set-Aslde

Both STAF and Prop, A Rail Develop=ent funds ace used to fund
Commuter Rail projects
in accordance wi~h LACTCpolicy..
As noted

DRAFT.

TOTALS:

JA/RG/gh
TDA:~IDYEAR

~&3tt929

~G~-gt093

Los AngelesCounty
Transportation
Commission
403WestEighthStreet
Suite500
LosAngeles
California90014-3096
(213)626-0370

March

M~MO

9,

1990

TO:

BUS

OPERATIONS

SUBCOMMITTEE

FROM:

SHARON

SUBJECT:

ADDITIONAL
ITEM FOR 3/15 B.O.S. MEETING AGENDA
(LACTC SPECIALIZED
TRANSPORTATION
COORDINATION

NEELY,

MANAGER

OF TRANSIT

PROGRAMS

Enclosed
please findan additional
item for your
Bus Operations
Subcommittee
meeting on March 15,
If you have any
(213) 236-9456.

SHARON NEELY
Manager "
Transit Programs

SN/DR:COORD,DR

Attachment

questions,

please

call

Dale

Royal

review
1990.
of~my

PLAN)

for

the

staff

at

Los AngelesCounty
l"ransportation
Commission
4.03West
EighthStreet
Suite500
California90014-3096
(213)626-0370

March

MEMO

8, 1990

TO:

BUS

FROM:
SUBJECT:

OPERATIONS

RICHARD
LACTC

SUBCOMMITTEE,

DeROCK,

SPECIALIZED

SENIOR

3/15

MEETING

TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

ANALYST

COORDINATION

ACTION

PLAN

ISSUE:
Booz-Ailen
and Hamilton
have prepared
a draft action plan for the
Commission’s
specialized
transportation
coordination
responsibilities
as required
by SB826 of 1988. Staff plans to take
the final plan to the Commission
for adoption
in April and needs
input from the municipal
operators
in order to make it an effective
plan.

RECOMMENDATION:
Review theattached
specialized
transportation
transmit
comments
and recommendations
to staff
at the meeting on the 15th.

action plan and
and the consultant

BACKGROUND:
SB826 of 1988 required
the LACTC to update its 1980 inventory
of
social service transportation
providers.and
to develop a new action
plan for the coordination
of these provlders
and the establishment
of a consolidated
transportation
services
agency,
(CTSA). The
Commission
engaged the services
of Booz-Allen
and Hamilton
to
conduct the necessary
surveys and develop an action plan for
coordination
focusing on the development
of an information
referral
network for the services.
Booz’Allen
conducted
the surveys in the late fall and from the
survey results and its research,
they have developed
a series of
recommendations
for the Commission
to implement
as its specialized
transportation
coordination
plan for FY 1991 and 1992. The
emphasis of the plan has shifted somewhat
from being focused solely
on social service agencies
to a broader focus of all providers
of
specialized
transportation
services.
Because
of this change in
focus and the Commission,s
potential
responsibilities
for
specialized
transportation
under the ADA, staff believes
that BOS

MEMO TO: BOS - 3/15
March 8, 1990
Page 2.

MEETING

should have substantial
interest
in this program.
Please review
the plan in light of your own operation’s
specialized
transportation
needs and the Commission’s
responsibilities
to
develop a coordinated
network of specialized
transportation

RICHARD DeROCK
Senior Transportation
Analyst
Local Assistance
Programs
RDR:gh
RDRI3 : BOS

Los Angeles Count~
Transportation
Commission
403Wes~
EighthStreet
Suite 500
Los Angeles
Catilbmia 90014-3096

1213)
626-0370

March 9, 1990
MEMO TO:

BUS OPERATIONS

FROM:

SHARON NEELY, MANAGER OF TRANSIT PROGRAMS

SUBJECT:

ADDITIONAL ITEM FOR 3/15 B.OoS. MEETING AGENDA
(LACTC SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION COORDINATION

SUBCOMMITTEE

Enclosed please find an additional item for your review for the
Bus Operations Subcommittee meeting on March 15, 1990.
If you have any questions,
(213) 236-9456.

SHARON NEELY
Manager
Transit Programs
SN/DR: COORD. DR
Attachment

please call Dale Royal of my staff at

Los Angeles Coun~
Transportation
Commission
403V~stEighthStreet
Suite500
LosAngeles
California90014-3096
1213)626-0370

March

~MO

8, 1990

TO:

BUS

FROM:
SUBJECT:

OPERATIONS

RICHARD
LACTC

SUBCOMMITTEE,

DeROCK,

SPECIALIZED

SENIOR

3/15

MEETING

TRANSPORTATION

TRANSPORTATION

ANALYST

COORDINATION

ACTION

PLAN

ISSUE:
Booz-Allen
and Hamilton
have prepared
a draft action plan for the
Commission’s
specialized
transportation
coordination
responsibilities
as required
by SB826 of 1988. Staff plans to take
the final plan to the Commission
for adoption
in April and needs
input from the municipal
operators
in order to make it an effective
plan.

RECOMMENDATION:
Review the attached
specialized
transportation
transmit
comments
and recommendations
to staff
at the meeting on the 15th.

action plan and
and the consultant

BACKGROUND:
SB826 of 1988 required
the LACTC to update its 1980 inventory
of
social service transportation
providers
and to develop a new action
plan for the coordination
of these providers
and the establishment
of a consolidated
transportation
services
agency,
(CTSA).
The
Commission
engagedthe
services
of Booz-Allen
and Hamilton
to
conduct the necessary
surveys and develop an action plan for
coordination
focusing
on the development
of an information
referral
network for the services.
Booz-Allen
conducted
the surveys in the late fall and from the
survey results and its research,
they have developed
a series of
recommendations
for the Commission
to implement
as its specialized
transportation
coordination
plan for FY 1991 and. 1992. The
emphasis
of the plan has shifted somewhat
from being focused solely
on social service agencies
to a broader focus of all providers
of
specialized
transportation
services.
Because
of this change in
focus and the Commission,s
potential
responsibilities
for
specialized
transportation
under the ADA, staff believes
that BOS

MEMO TO: BOS - 3/15
March 8, 1990
Page 2.

MEETING

should have substantial
interest
in this program.
Please review
the plan in light of your own operation’s
specialized
transportation
needs and the Commission’s
responsibilities
to
develop a coordinated
network of specialized
transportation
providers.
~

RICHARD DeROCK
Senior Transportation
Analyst
Local Assistance
Programs
RDR:gh
RDRI3:BOS

DRAFTREPORT
presented to the
LOS ANGELES COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

for the
LACTC SPECIALIZED TRANSPORTATION COORDINATION STUDY

CHAPTER II:
ACTION
PLAN RECOMMENDATI, ONS

submitted by
Booz*Ailen & Hamilton Inc.
Transportation Consulting Division
Los Angeles, CaILfornia
in association with
Juarez and Assodates, Inc.
Los Angeles, California
Pat Piras ConsultingSel.~ices
San Lorenzo, California

Systan International, Inc.
Los Altos, California
M’ARCH6, 1990

BOOZ.AI I FN & HAMILTON
INC
SU1TE
310¯ 5933WEST
CENTURY
BOULEVARD
¯ LOSANGELES,
CAtI’];’ORNIA
90045¯ TELEPHONE:
(213) 216-2838

March 6, 1990

Mr. Richard DeRock
Senior Transportation Analyst
Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission
403 W. Eighth Street, Suite 500
Los Angeles, California 90014
Subject:

Dear

LACTC Specialized Transportation Coordination StudTD~af~
Report -- Chapter II: Action plan Recommendations

M~.~~k:

Enclosed is Chapter II: Action Plan Recommendations
of the
LACTC Specialized Transportation
Coordination Study Draft Action
Plan. This report has been prepared to meet State requirements
(i.e., SB 826), as well as the LACTC’s objectives for coordination
of specialized transportation service within the County.
Chapter II has been separated from the full repor~ for wider
distribution
and review through LACTC’s committee structure. A
table of contents and list of exhibits has been prepared for this
chapter to facilitate easy reference for committee members’ review.
We are interested in public agency response and input, and will use
said inpu~ to refine and finalize the Action Plan and executive
summary.
we continue to enjoy working with the LACTC and the County’s
specialized transportation
service providers in this challenging
assignment. Should you have any questions or comments regarding
this report, please do not hesitate to contagt me at (213) 2162838.
Very

trul~

fen & Hamilton
Mr. Douglas W. Carter
Senior Associate
Enclosure
MSO/smr

Inc.
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ACTION PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

This
section
of the
recommendations, including:
o

overall strategy

report

for achieving

presents

Action

coordination

Plan

objectives

recommended coordination programs, objectives, detailed
implementation steps, impacted groups and estimated costs
of implementation
recommended organizational structure, financial plan and
two year schedule for achieving coordination objectives.
The Action Plan herein has been developed to address those
issues and requirements of SB 826 as well as those of the LACTC
and Los Angeles County agencies involved in providing specialized
transportation services.
A.

OVERALL COORDINATION

STRATEGy

AND OBJECTIVES

In developing programmatic recommendations, substantial weight
was given to those activities
and programs
in which agencies
inventoried indicated a high level of interest. There are three
reasons for this:
Social service transportation
provision in Los Angeles
County has developed based on a "can do" attitude by the
agencies involved. They have frequently used their own
financial resources to provide for the transportation
needs of their clients.
These agencies should be
encouraged
to continue
providing
resources
~or
transportation purposes.
LACTC does not control the majority of funding sources
used to provide social service transportation
in Los
.Angeles County. Therefore, participation in coordination
programs will likely be on a voluntary basis. Without
a massive influx of incentive funds, agencies will most
likely limit their participation
to those programs in
which they perceive a benefit and are interested.
o

While LACTC does not control the majority of funding
sources
used toprovide
specialized
transportation
services in LOs Angeles County, it has a much greater
influence
over specialized
transportation
services
funding than it did in 1981 when less than 30 agencies
were utilizing
subsidies
under LACTC’s
sphere "of
influence. Currently, i01 agencies providing 70 percent
of the total specialized
transportation
trips in the
County utilize Proposition A funds. For those agencies
utilizing Proposition A funds, the LACTC may be able to
more directly influence
participation
in specialized
transportation coordination programs.

Given these circumstances,
LACTC’s role should be one of.
facilitating
more
efficient
and
effective
specialized
transportation
provision
and elimination
of barriers
to
coordination through Commission sponsored programs. The foc~ of
LACTC efforts should be in those areas that have the greatest
potential
for improving
and/or increasing
the transportation
mobility of those with specialized transportation needs.
While the LACTC does have some resources available at its
discretion
to provide
an incentive
for coordination,
these
resources
are not sufficient
to encourage
consolidation
of
specialized transportation services at the Countywide level. Even
if such resources were available, consolidation
is not the best
approach for Los Angeles County given the cost of consolidation,
geographics,
demographics,
and the variety
of approaches
to
providing specialized transportation
services. Consolidation has
the potential of reducing mobility options as some agencies may
choose to discontinue specialized transportation services rather
than consolidate.
The current approach taken by the LACTC is to facilitate and
encourage coordination with the goal of improving mobility through
coordination
of services offered. Proposition A Incentive funds
have provided incentives
for some jurisdictions
to coordinate
services at the subregional
level. These coordination
efforts,
however, are the exception rather than the rule and the annual cost
of sustaining these programs has now reached some $5.2 million
annually. The degree to which mobility has improved as a result
of thesecoordination
agreements has not been substantiated and is
not currently known.
These coordination
activities primarily
involve cities or the County despite the fact the majority of
agencies providing specialized transportation services are private
non-profit agencies.
Coordination programs proposed herein have been designed to
further
involve
private
non-profit
agencies
in coordination
activities
without discouraging
the current levels of private
funding sources for transportation purposes. Recommended programs
have application and benefits to a majority of agencies Countywide,
consistent
with the LACTC" s Countywide
transportation
focus. A
majority of these programs are those which agencies have indicated
an interest in -- if the agencies are already interested, it may
not be necessary for the LACTC to invest additional funds as an
incentive
to participate.
The benefits of participation
in
coordination
programs in terms of effectiveness,
efficiency and
client mobility, should be sufficient incentive to participate.
Agencies inventoried were asked to indicate what barriers to
coordination
exist.
The responses
indicate that the primary
barriers include uniqueness of client needs, service eligibility
restrictions, limited hours of operation, lack of agency resources
and turfism,
to name a few. In the past, LACTC coordination
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programs
did not directly
address removal of such barriers.
Several programs aimed at removing barriers have been proposed.
In the long-term,
barriers to coordination
must be removed to
facilitate
further evolution
of coordination
activities
and
improved mobility options in the future.
The current approach of the LACTC of providing Proposition A
Subregional
funds to jurisdictions
involved
in coordination
activities is recommended for continuation with minor changes. The
first change is to tighten the performance standards which are used
to determine funding amounts. This change is necessary to bring
program administration
in line with LACTC policy (i.e., average
subsidy allocations between 17 and 19 percent). The second change
is to re-institute the practice of negotiating up to ten percent
of the subsidy
allocation
based
on increasing
levels
of
.coordination°
The third change.is to annually evaluated program
results.in terms of improved mobility options and results. These
changes are minor in that they do not require changes in the
current Subregional Guidelines; they do require changes in the day
to day administration of the program, however.
The overall
stated, are:

coordination

strategy

and

objectives,

simply

o

continue to provide financial incentives
for service
coordination, but target these funds to those se~.~ices
which increase and improve transportation
mobility for
those with specialized needs

o

implement, a variety of programs with broad application
throughout
the County aimed at reducing barriers to
coordination, improving effectiveness and efficiency and
client mobility

o

begin coordination
activities
in which t~e agencies
themselves
have indicated
an interest
- begin by
targeting
programs to specific
groups and expand to
groups that were not initially interested as experience
is gained and benefits do~,mented

o

quantify
program
results
in terms
of improved
transportation mobility; monitor and fine-tune programs
to better achieve objectives and results

o

clearly communicate the benefits of coordination programs
to those agencies which participate so that they will
continue
to do so in the future without
financial
incentives -- expand documentation of potential benefits
to those agencies who did not initia!ly participate in
coordination programs
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use the soon to be created LACTC corridor/subarea multimodal transportation teams to continue LACTC’s hands-on
approach -- funding for such activities would compete for
Proposition A Incentive Funds for demonstration projects
with potential
benefits -- -individual
coordination
projects would compete on potential merits against other
projects aimed at improving mobility.
So

BECO~E~DED
~OORD~NATIO.
PSOGRAMS

Six programs
with broad application
are recommended.
In
addition, revisions to the existing Proposition A Incentive Fund
Subregional
Coordination
Program are also recommended.
The
programs recommended herein, focus on a few areas which the LACTC
can e~fectively
impact during the next two years. Some of the
recommended
programs
are new to Los Angeles
County and have
therefore been kept small, pending their demonstrated ability to
achieve the desired results (i.e., improve mobility).
experience is gained with these programs, and results documented,
these programs can be expanded if the improvement
in mobility
jusuifies the additional expense.
1.

Service Information
Progr-m Overview

- CCIS/Serv~ce

Marketinq

Proaram

and Description

IACTC, in conjunction with the city of Los Angeles and the
Southern California
Rapid Transit District, is undertaking
the
development
and implementation
of a Computerized
Customer
Information System (CCIS) for providing regional transportation
information to the County’s transit patrons. As of December 1989,
a toll-free number has been activated across the County to allow
residents to obtain information on:
o

Commuter Express -- servlng the South Bay, San Fernando
Valley,
the Los Angeles
Harbor areas, and West Los
Angeles
DASH -- serving
Angeles

the

Central

Business

District

o

CommunityTransit
Program -- the City-sponsored
and disabled transportation programs

o

SCRTD and several

other fixed-route

c

Commuter

-- car and vanpool information

o

Pass Sales Information.

Computer

in Los
elderly

operators

The number (1-800-2 LARide) can also be used to file comments
or complaints concerning the services. The number is in operation
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from 6:00 am to midnight, seven days a week. It uses a combination
of operators and touch-tone instructions to allow callers to obtain
the type of information needed. The operation of CCIS is performed
by SCRTD staff;
operational
funding
is provided
through
a
combination of SCRTD, LACTC, City and County funds.
As part of the Specialized Transportation Services Study, it
is important to evaluate how and to what extent the inventory of
the County’s
specialized
transportation
providers
should be
integrated with CCIS. Issues to address include the method and
extent for integrating these transportation
providers into the
referral andinformation system; a determination of which agencies
should be included and how access should be controlled; and, where
possible, a quantification of the integration costs.
Program Objectives

and Potentlal

Benefits

Reaching consensus
on program objectives
is critical for
determining
the extent to which the specialized
transportation
providers
are
integrated
into
CCIS.
Objectives
must conside
r
issues such as potential end users (e.g., the average transit rider
versus the agencies themselves);
coordination of referrals with
less expensive, fixed route alternatives; detail .of information
provided; and selection of agencies to be included.
Towards defining the objectives for CCIS with respect to the
specialized transportation
service agencies, several discussions
were held with LACTC and SCRTD staff.
Options
range from
abandoning CCIS integration in lieu of a comprehensive
hardcopy
paratransit directory (similar to the one currently published by
SCRTD, with some improvements made possible through the information
obtained in the most recent inventory), to full computerization and
integration of all agency information into a comprehensive referral
process. At a minimum, two types of services should be provided,
as discussed below.
Relevant specialized
transportation
providers
. should be
included on CCIS to refer the averaqe transit rider. As a means
for providing alternate forms of transportation for specific groups
(e.g., the elderly or disabled) and for serving the few County
areas not adequately served by fixed-route, the agencies identified
through
this
study
serve
a basic
transportation
need.
Consequently,
where logical and cost-effective,
these agencies
should be integrated
into the CCIS referral process.
These
agencies
will
be a subset
of the complete
specialized
transportation provider database.
Logical
candidates
for inclusion
transportation" facet of CCIS would be:
the City of Los Angeles
(already included)
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Community

in

a

"specialized

Transit

Program

o

Department

of Ageing’s

multi-purpose

local municipalities’
elderly
(e.g., Torrance’s dial-a-ride)
o

and

center services
disabled

services

other identified agencies providing either elderly and
disabled
or general
public (i.e., no restriction)
transportation
(e.g.,
Arcadia
Dial-a-Ride)
of
significant size and scope.

After dialingthe CCIS number, callers electing not to receive
fixed-route information would be appropriately guided by operators
or a pre-recorded voice through the specialized transportation part
of the system. After determining their eligibility or their need
for transit service other than fixed-route, a computerized service
optimizing module would use caller responses to a limited number
of questions
(~.g., pertaining
to service
area, trip time,
wheelchair
accessibility)
to select
one or two of the most
appropriate
services.
CCIS would then refer the caller to the
agency telephone numbers in order to complete their trip plans.
The specialized transportation part of the database can also
¯ be accessed through the fixed-route portion of the database as
necessary
to complete passenger
trips in areas not served by
regular transit.
CCIS policy -- as implemented
through voice commands and
operator instructions -- should be geared to utilize cost-effective
fixed-route service wherever possible, and fall back on the diala-rides
and participating
social service
providers
only as
necessary.
:the complete social service transportation database should be
made accessible to aqencies for. use in ...client transportation
referrals.. Telephone access to the complete database should be
provided for agencies needing alternative methods for transporting
their clients. As the agencies surveyed serve a myriad of specific
interests
(e.g., medical, nutrition,
indigent)
and are often
limited
with respect
to transportation
resources,
access to
information on alternate providers would be beneficial.
Consequently, an alternative nn~er (either operated by SCRTD
or contracted
to another
agency such as Infoline)
should be
explo~ed
where an agency can call in and, through touch-tone
commands
or operator
assistance,
have complete
access to an
"agency-use"
database
-- a larger database
of which the CCIS
participants
are a subset.
This agency-use
database
will
facilitate referrals to providers serving specific areas or client
trips (e.g., dialysis trips in the San Fernando Valley). Agencies
will be able to follow-up with the specialized services directly
to arrange transportation for their clients.
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Use of this database may be slightly more complex than the
regular CCIS due to the inclusion of all providers, the additional
data fields to sort through, and possible use of "spot codes" for
identifying geographic areas of service.
The benefits of this two-tiered program will be the ultimate
integration of most Of the area’s transportation services on one
customer/agency-accessible
information .system.
CCIS will
facilitate
transit patrons
in making regional
trips through
centralizing information and making appropriate referrals. Diala-ride dispatch lines will be freed of some extraneous calls as
they will be channeled to CCIS. Further, trained operators and
optimization
procedures can be used to direct ridership towards
the most cost-effective, logical, and efficient services.
By using
the complete
database
of. all specialized
transportation providers, soclal servlce agencles can better serve
their
clients
through
improving
the use of the region’s
transportation
resources.
Integrated.data
updates can also be
implemented
t~ ensure accuracy
of information
on Countywide
transportation.
Participating

Agencies and Impacted Groups

All specialized and social service transportation
agencies
should be encouraged to participate in the program at one level or
another. The CCIS system accessible to the general public should
incorporate
services
which serve the elderly
and disabled
populz~tion, in addition to those that are operating with no trip
or client restrictions.
From a cost effectiveness
or overall
system efficiency standpoint, services catering to specific, highly
defined groups or with minimal available
capacity
may not be
appropriate for inclusion on CCIS.
The complete database for use by the agencies themselves
should incorporate
all specialized transportation
providers -including
those serving the smaller rider subsets (e~g~, AIDS
patients, developmentally
disabled). Where public agencles are
contracting
to private
providers
(e.g., to ATE/Ryder,
taxi
companies)
the sponsoring
agency with whose name the client
identifies should be used, with referrals made to the appropriate
dispatch number to call for arranging trips.
In all cases, agencies should be canvassed to obtain their
consent
for inclusion
into the system,
and to verify
the
information to be included regarding their service.
Program Administration
Structure

Responsibilities

and Organizational

Overall responsibility for implementingthis program will most
likely lie with LACTC, as they are currently entrusted with the
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responsibility
of coordinating
the County’s
specialized
transportation providers. The Commission is in the best.position
to organize the resources around the implementation and maintenance
of such adatabase, and spearhead integration with the District and
CCIS. Specific responsibilities
for LACTC may include:
define structure and hierarchy of CCIS and agency-use
database (with technical assistance from SCRTD) as
relates to.specialized transportation providers
contact operators
concerning
their inclusion
system, and allow them to verify data
direct marketing
o

efforts for the program

assume
responsibility
for developing
hardcopy
of
Paratransit
Directory
from the SCRTD as a logical
extensionof current work efforts; the directory would
be especially useful while CCIS development and testing
phases were underway
coordinate
SCRTD.

data

updating

efforts

with assistance

The SCRTD would likely have the following
o

assist with
procedures

o

implement

o

test database

o

operate system.

system

design

and

Responsibilities
agencies include:

o

from

responsibilities:

information

updating

and code database

The SCRTD would no longer have responsibility
Paratransit Directory on an annual basis.

o

on the

for participatingspecialized

for updating the
transportation

verify data submitted
.update individual

agency data as necessary

o

assist with marketing of database to other specialized
transportation service agencies to augment its use, and
ensure inclusion of all agencies

o

provide feedback on operation
database through testing phase.
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of CCIS

and agency-use

It should be noted that, as a social service agency, Infoline
may want to assume operational responsibility for the agency-use
portion of the database.
Infoline is already performing similar
referral functions now.
With respect to CCIS, such a division of responsibilitywould
entail little change from the current situation,
as LACTC is
focusing on the funding and coordination aspects of the program,
where SCRTD. is leading the implementation and operation.
For the agency-use
.facets
of the database,
it may be
appropriate
for SCRT~ to assist with implementation
of such a
program, but divest operational responsibility to a social service
agency (e.g., Infoline), due to the commonality of their focus.
Additionally,
the Paratransit
Directory
can be most
efficiently
produced by LACTC due to the increase in projected
direct involvement of the Commission in specialized transportation
services as part of this study’s efforts. In any case, the LACTC
is required by SB 826 to update the existing inventory every’ four
years. It would appear to be more economical
to maintain
and
update one database on a regular basis than two.
For these
reasons,
it is recommended
that the LACTC
assume
annual
responsibility for updating the Paratransit Directory.
Detailed

Implementation

Steps and Schedule

Suggested implementation tasks and durations
in Exhibit II-l. A description of implementation
the following:

are illustrated
steps includes

Stem I: Evaluate. OtiS -- Prior to integration of specialized
providers on CCIS, the overall system should be evaluated to
gauge its efficiency, cost effectiveness , and benefits to the
users. Use of toll-free numbers, wait times, costs per call,
call volumes, and user comments should be examined to verify
that CCIS monies are spent in an efficient manner.
Step 2: Confirm PolicT, Objectives, and Fundina for cCIS and
Aqency-Use Database -- Consensus should be reached among the
organizations
involved
(e.g., LACTC, SCRTD, City of Los
Angeles, County ofLosAngeles, major social service agencies)
as to the purpose of the database,
its relative
merits,
implementation and operational responsibilities, and funding
requirements.. Once agreement is reached, implementation steps
can begin in earnest. Additionally,
cost effectiveness
and
efficiency measures should be developed for the specialized
transportation
aspects of CCIS. After implementation,
these
should be used to evaluate the success of the system and
adjust, as necessary,
the number of agencies included and
detail of information provided.

Exhibit

LACTC
Specialized Transportation Coordination Study

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE FOR THE
CCIS/AGENCY INFORMATION
PROGRAM
Overview
Implemenlation

of
Tasks

"-[^~
1990
0

MONTHS FROM PLAN

,--,~"~
1990
1

2

3

4

FY91
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

ADOPTION
July
1991
13 14 15 16

17

FY92
18 19 20

21

22

1992
~
23 24

1. Evaluate CClS/Agency
Information System
2.

ConfirmPolicy,
Objectives and Funding

3.

Define Structure of
Database

4. Verify Data
5. Phone Charging and
Billing
6. Implementation
7.

Testing and Evaluation

8.

Marketing

9.

Updating

(on-going)

10. Post-lmplementation
Evaluation
Committee Review
LACTC
Action/Major Decision Point

(begin formal review)

[] Interim product/deliverable/deadline
[] Final product/deliverable/deadline

~ Formal Program Review

Step 3:
Define Structure of Database -- Issues such as
information to be included, database hierarchy, voice commands
and/or operator instructions,
and trip optimizing criteria
must be decided for both CCIS and the agency-use aspects of
the database. This will define the information necessary for
each of the .services included, and guide the prioritizing of
modes and .services for the referral processes. Technology
options are also determined by the database structure -- e.g.,
synthesized
versus digitized
voice, use of minicomputers
versus mainframes, reliance on operators versus touch tone
instructions.
Step 4: Verify Data -- For all included agencies, the data
collected in Part A of the specialized transportation service
inventory (i.e., information on agency for CCIS purposes) must
be sent to the agencies
for final verification.
At this
point, their commitment to participate in one or both of the
programs must be solicited.
Step 5: Develop Phone Charqinq and Billinq Procedures
-Issues to address include:
use of toll-free
numbers;
Countywide
numbers
versus
area-code
specific
numbers;
allocation
of phone charges
among participants;
and an
alternate number for the agency-use database.
Step 6: Implementation
-- The database must be transferred
to SCRTD
and coded
on their
computer
system;
voice
synthesizing or digitizing must be performed; mainframe coding
may have to be adjusted;
opera~ors
must be trained;
and
telephone linkage established.
Step 7:
Testinq and Evaluation -- Rigorous testing "and
evaluation
of CCIS and the agency-use
database
must be
performed.,
Step,8: Marketing -- A marketing program must be coordinated
to educate the public and the agencies as to the availability
of the specialized transportation information resources.
Step 9: Updatinq -- An updating process must be developed
where either agencies are periodically
surveyed to verify
data, forms are available where CCIS operators can record
information
changes,
or database
access is given to the
agencies whereby they can directly telephone in and update
their own data records.
S~ep I0: Post-ImplementationEvaluatlon
-- Between six months
to a year after the system has been open to the public, or
when call volumes
have stabilized,
CCIS use should
be
evaluated against the objectives and cost effective measures
developed
in the developmental
phases. Adjustments
to the
system should be made at’this point.
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The efforts involved
in these implementation
steps will
require significant cooperation from the agencies involved. The
specific work efforts will evolve as the final scope of the CCIS.
program is defined.
~stimated

Cost

of

Xmplemen~at£on

¯
.Though from
difficult
to quantify
~t thisSignificant
point, some
cost
zmpllcatzons
this program
are evident.
initial
costs will be devoted to the agency staff time required to set
policy for the CCIS use, and develop and implement the database
structure and trip optimizing routines.
Besides internal staff time, approximately
three months or
$20,000 to $30,000 in contractor costs may be required to adjust
the SCRTD’s mainframe programming to accommodate the specialized
transportation
information.
The District believes that if the
initial data is provided on disk, up-fron~ data entry charges will
be minimal.
On-going
¯ configuration
assumptions:
O

charges
will
vary
depending
on the final
of the system. Cost estimates rely on the following

an "800" number entails approximately $i~25 to $2.00 in
telephone costs (for an average length of three minu~es)
per call given current use levels
regular
toll calls entail
approximately
telephone costs for three minute calls

$0.25

in

a complex referral system (e.g., similar to that required
by integration
of social service
agencies
with the
services already on CCIS) would entail approximately
$0.55 per call in mainframe charges
use of synthesized voice, due to its relative simplicity,
requires no additional charge; use of digitized voice
(for better voice quality), due to its heavy computer
support requirements, may entail an additional $0.I0 per
call charge to offset equipment maintenance costs
a simple referral system (e.g., similar to the one to be
used by the agencies only) may entail only $0.05 to $0.10
in computer charges.
In an attempt
to quantify
the approximate
call vol~mes
expected to be generated by inclusion of some of the social service
agencies
in the overall
CCIS system,
one can examine
the
specialized transportation referral system in place at the Pomona
Valley Transportation Agency (PVTA). In that system, 25,000 trips
are provided
per month; calls handled by the referral
system
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approximate 400 per month. The socialservice inventory shows that.
approximately 1,046,000 to 700,000 trips per month are provided by
social service transportation
agencies across the County. Using
the same ratio of calls per trip incurred at PVTA, CCIS would
expect to receive a minimum of 17,000 to ii,000 calls per month.
Using the cost data for a toll-free line and digitized voice,
the approximate annual operating cost may range between $250,000
to .$540,000. If a toll-free number is not used, the operating
costs would fall to approximately $120,000 to $185,000 per year.
Using
synthesized
voice
would
reduce
the annual
cost by
approximately $13,.000 to $22,000 in each scenario. A possible need
for additional operators (not foreseen by the District) is not
-computed into this cost estimate.
The cost of the agency-use portion of the database will be
much less. For every two hundred agency calls ~ade to the system
a month, assuming a toll-freenumber is not used, the annual costs
should between $1,000 and $2,200.
These cost estimates
are rough, and should be refined as
additional information is available. Call volumes as impacted by
marketing, and call times, as impacted by the number of providers
and levels of detail on the system,
will affect the actual
operating costs.
2.

Driver And Dispatch

Traininq

Proaram

Program Overview and Description
The second highest level of interest,
among all types of
agencies,
was expressed
for training
(e.g, driver,
escort,
dispatch). More than a third of all agencies, and over half of
those responding to the question, indicated that a coordinating
agency should provide training services.
This correlates with recent activities on the national and
state scenes to .increase
the professional
~apabilities
of
transportation provlders. State legislation mandatlng standardized
driver training and certification
procedures has become a highprofile issue throughout the transportation field. The RTAP (Rural
Technical Assistance Program) project, funded through UMTA, is
preparing
a series of elementary
video-text
training modules
dealing with topics such as passenger
sensitivity,
emergency
evacuation, and substance abuse. A recent contractual agreement
with Caltrans provides that CalACT will become the lead agency in
the State for disseminating these materials.
Other training
opportunities,
including
workshops
and
information-sharing,
are expected
to be Implemented
as the
California RTAP workplan is further developed during thenext few
months.
A prototype
risk management
training program for
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paratransit drivers and administrators,
called Project SAFE, has
also been being developed in California, and is awaiting further
review.
The training program proposed herein would make use of these
existing and planned training materials and resources. The intent
is not to spend funds to develop new training materials, but rather
to review and make use, as appropriate~ of these and other locally
qualified training programs and expertise. Resources would be used
to train the drivers from small agencies~ and train the trainers
of agencies large enough to have their own full-time instructors.
[)river training usually focuses on topics relating to safety,
vehicle handling, familiarity
with the service area, passenger
relations, and agency procedures amdpolicies. Dispatcher training
generally covers telephone and radio techniques,
interpersonal
relations,
and, depending
on the agency’s own procedures
and
capabilities, may include trip request-taking and/or scheduling.
Both forms of training usually entail both initial familiarization
with the job, as well as in-service or refresher training.
Program Objectlves

and Potential

Benefits

The objectives
of any training
program
are to increase
knowledge .and improve performance.
In particular,
improved
training programs have the potential to address several of the
probl~m areas identified in the survey as barriers to coordination
with other agencies. Since "unique client needs" was identified
as the most significant
coordination
impediment,
training
of
provider agency staff to accommodate, or at least understand, these
needs can be fruitful. The flip side to this perceived barrier’ is
"turfism", which was also ranked as one of the chief constraints
to coordination.
Another area where training can overcome coordination barriers
lies in the identified concern with "lack of agency resources."
Although training cannot, in and of itself, produce additional
resources, it can help to stretch the use of existing personnel and
assets through
increased
productivity,
improved
safety,
or
heightened morale.
Training is often viewed, if at all, as an unnecessary
or
troublesome
expenditu~ e of time and/or funds. Training budgets
are often nonexistent, or hidden within other administrative costs.
With limited staff back-up, it may be difficult to free up drivers
o~ dispatchers for training, without impairing service delivery.
Oftenthere are policy or financial restrictions against travel for
training purposes.
The availability of adequate or appropriate training materials
or instructors
can also present a significant
problem.
For
agencies large enough to have full-time instructors, a train the
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trainer approach is recommended. It is anticipated that the recent
state and national attention to standardized, readily accessible
training programs will somewhat overcome these difficulties.
Videotape-based
materials
and frequently
offered,
regionally
located training opportunities are also recommended as these type
of training programs will most likely to be utilized by, and useful
to, small busy provider agencies. However, the up-front cost of
staff wages while participating in training is frequently cited as
a barrier to some agencies’ involvement. It may bet hat some type
of educational briefing for agency administrators, to alert them
to the safety and productivity
potential
of training,
may be
required in the early stages.
Identification

of PartioipatingAgknoies/Xmpacted

Groups

In the survey, 117 agencies expressed an interest in training
programs.
The group of providers which expressed
the greatest
interest in training programs included non-profit agencies (58) and
public agencies (48), the majority of which provide services
either senior citizens or persons with disabilities, or for-profit
fir~s which specialize in transportation (11 agencies). Agencies
expressing
"definite"
or "potential"
interest
in coordinated
training programs were distributed throughout the County, so there
should be a number of opportunities for sites to conduct training.
As noted above, the more that access to the training sites can be
facilitated, the more likely that small agencies will be able to
take advantage of the offered programs.
The number of agencies participating in this program can be
expected to increase as the program develops. During the first
year" of the program, participation would be limited t.o a cross-mix
of agency types and sizes, pending the successful demonstration of
the program
to address
these various
training
needs. If the
demonstration proves successful, training opportunities should be
expanded to include more agencies, and more individuals from the
same agencies.
On an annual basis, each agency would be eligible to send a
specified number of individuals to training regardless of agency
size. In subsequent years, the LACTC may need to set participation
standards
in terms of the number and type (e.g., driver or
instructor) of individual trained.
Participation
criteria is
needed because agencies with a high driver turnover rate or many
drivers could conceivably dominate the program to the exclusion of
other agencies.
Administration

Responsibilities

and Organizational

Structure

Any of a number of agencies or organizations can serve as lead
for development of training programs° It would probably be best
to have a "general purpose" agency act as coordinator, so that the
needs or interests
of no single
user group are allowed
to
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overshadow others. The coordinating agency should be responsible
for reviewing training programs produced by others (e.g., locally,
nationally),
arranging
for training
programs
to be presented
locally,.or even developing and presenting training programs where
no other appropriate
materials
already exist. In addition,
a
monitoring function should be included, to document where possible
where safety or cost improvements have resulted.
At this time,
the. Co~mission
itself
may be the most
appropriate
agency to serve in implementing
this coordinating
function, particularly if it becomes responsible for the provision
of paratransit services within the County, as proposed under the
Americans With Disabilities Act.
Rather than the LACTC hiring addition staff dedicated
to
training program activities, it is suggested that the LACTC take
the lead in certifying
local training
programs
of public and
private non-profit agencies to provide training services under a
contract
arrangement
to other agencies.
Certification
and
recertification on a biennial basis could be accomplished through
a professional
services
contract
with a qualified
training
¯ organization or firm.
The LACTC would be responsible for establishing the training
program, including criteria for participation, funding, marketing
and monitoring
of the program.
Certified
agencies would be
responsible for conducting training sessions based upon an LACTC
approved schedule and budget under a contract arrangement.
Detailed

Implementatlon

Steps and Schedule

In April 1987, the LACTC adopted a policy calling for social
service transportation
providers to secure state and federal gas
tax rebates for which they are eligible. The Commission further
recommended that the rebates be programmed for measures to improve
operating efficiencies and increasing service coordination. Among
the t~e of projects deemed to provide the greatest payoff were
included:o

driver or staff training

and safety

programs

implementation of policies on driver selection, training,
and evaluation.
Training courses "tailored tot he needs of transportatfon providers
under contract
with the Los Angeles
Central
District
of the
California Department of Rehabilitation" were to be scheduled.
About this time, also, an information referral network for
cross-training resources was developed in cooperation with the San
Gabriel Valley/Pomona Regional Center and Jewish Family Services.
A comprehensive
listing was compiled of"available
training and
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technical assistance", including lectures, films, and. prgcticums
which could be provided six days a week. The compendium included
programs
for drivers,
maintenance
personnel,
and agency
administrators, and could form the basis of a well-rounded series
of training sessions. However, there is no documentation
as to
which (if any programs) were ever presented, who participated,’
whether follow-up occurred.
To the extent
that
these
training
resources
can be
"resurrected", this could represent potentially significant savings
in both time and materials.
Steps in developing

a paratransit

training

program include:

SteD I: Determine
Specific Training
Needs -- Interested
agencies from the SB 826 Inventory should be contacted to more
specifically
determine their training interests and needs
(e.g., drivers or driver instructors; number of individuals
who would be trained; in-vehicle or classroom training).
SteD 2: Review Training Materials/Certify
Training
-- The LACTC should contract
training firm to:

Agencies.to Conduct
with professional

o

review Training Resources
Directory,
to be available
through National RTAP; review training resources used
and currently available in Los Angeles County relative
to training needs and interests; and monitor development
and implementation of California RTAP workscope, through
CalACT

o

review the local training programs and capabilities -certify public and private non-profit agency programs
for potential
use by the LACTC to conduct
training
courses.

Step 3:
Establish Budget/Schedule
Sessions -- Prior to
entering into agreements with the agencies who are certified
to conduct training sessions, a training program budget and
schedule for training courses should be established. Training
program criteria (e.g., who is eligible to participate, how
often, training
vs. retraining,
priority
assignment
for
available
openings "in training sessions)
should also be
established at this time.
~teD 4:
Enter into Training Contracts
With A~enci~ -Contracts with agencies certified to provide training sessions
should be negotiated and executed.
These "professional
service" contracts should be specific in terms of the number
of sessions, training course content, progrsm administration.
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Step 5: Market Traininq Proqram -- Market information should
be developed for all training programs. Initial marketing
efforts should focus on those agencies which expressed an
interest in training programs through the SB 826 inventory.
Brochures including training program registration forms may
be the easiest way to market the program. As noted earlier,
it may be necessary, as part of the marketing effort, to offer
some type of educational briefing for agency administrators,
to alert them to the safety and productivity
potential .of
training, in the early stages. "Marketing
activities
also
include the distribution of program results documented in the
monitoring process described below.
Step 6: Conduct TrainiDq Sessions -- Training sessions would
be conducted
by the agencies
according
to executed
professional service agreements specified above.
Program
registration and participation should be administered by the
agencies conducting the training sessions.
Step 7: Monitor Proqram Participation/Evaluate
Result~~ -Scheduled program participation information would be kept by
the agencies
conducting
the training
sessions.
This
information
would be monitored
by the LACTC prior to the
session to ensure that those scheduled to participate
are
eligible. In addition, program participants should be asked
to evaluate the training sessions. This should be done by
program participants at the end of each session. Monitoring
also includes documenting benefits in terms of improved safety
and productivity. This requires the collection of operating
statistics, which is sometimes difficult.
One option to
consider is requiring the agenciesthat participate to provide
pre-training follow-up productivity and safety statistics as
the "price" for participation.
A fo~m for reporting
pretraining statistics with room for later reporting of posttraining statistics
could be required before an agency is
registered in the session.
Step 8: Consider ExDandina and/or Refininq Proqrams Based on
Besults -- Expanding and/or refining training programs based
on the results indicated in the monitoring process above. The
program recommended herein is assumes classroom training of
both drivers and ¯instructors
from a.selected cross-mix of
agency types and sizes. Expansion of this program should be
considered
based
on the success
of the first
year
demonstration
and the demand
for classroom
training.
Retraining of drivers, in-vehicle training of drivers, and
other types of training
(e.g., scheduling
and dispatch
training) should be considered for subsequent years.
A schedule
Exhibit II-2.

for implementation
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of these tasks is provided

ExhibitI1-2

LACTC
Specialized Transportation Coordination Study
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Estimated

Cost of Implementation

Depending on the quality of materials which can be obtained
from other sources, the start-up costs for such a training program
would include reproduction
of videos and handbooks.
Equipment
(e.g., VCRs, practice wheelchairs) and or training facilities can
be rented or made available through participating agencies.
The major cost to the coordinating agency will be the cost of
certify agencies to conduct training sessions (i.e., estimated at
$45,000 to $68,000 every other year) and the cost of the training
~oordinators (i.e., $50,000 to $i00,000 depending on the number and
type of training sessions offered in the first year). Total FYgl.
costs, including LACTC administrative
labor costs, are estimated
to be $118,800 to $209,700. These costs are expected to be less
in FY92 if the training program is not expanded as training program
development
costs and certification
of trainers
will not: be
necessary again until FY93. However, if the training program is
expanded
to include new areas (e.g., scheduling
and dispatch
training; in-vehicle training) and/or additional agencies and more
individuals from the same agencies, Costs would increase.
In general, each new area of training could cost as much as
$50,000 to put training materials together and certify a number of
existing
programs and instructors
within Los Angeles County.
Classroom training per individual can be as high as $35; in-vehicle
driver training can be as high as $125 per trainee. This does not
include the cost of leasing or purchasing training vehicles.
The amount of time required by LACTC staff to establish this
program will be spent primarily to oversee a professional
firm
during the review of training
materials
and certification
of
training coordinators/program
that currently exist in Los Angeles
non-profit
and public agencies.
Administrative
staff time to
establish the program, respond toqueries from interested agencies
and monitor program results have been considered separately for’ all
programs proposed as a whole. To the extent possible, staff time
has been included within existing LACTC functions
and staffing
levels. Nevertheless, this program will most likely require onehalf of a full-time equivalent
employee to become operational.
This level of staffing would be required as long as the program is
in the developmental
and/or expansion stages (e.g., two to five
years).
The other major cost implication is the expense of involved
by agency personnel.
Administrators
can usually accommodated
within weekday meetings, but this is less likely to be true for
drivers, dispatchers, or maintenance personnel, all of whom would
require some back-up to continue operations.
For this reason,
training is often conducted during evenings or weekends, but this,
in turn, may involve overtime rates. It is assumed that these
costs would have to be absorbed by each participating agency.

3.

Insurance,And

Risk Manaqement

Program Overview

Proqrams

and Description

An area of interest for a nnmber of agencies was insurance
and risk management,
which ranked fourth among the recommended
activities for a county-wide coordinating agency~ Fully a third
of all agencies,
and nearly 70 percent of those responding,
indicated that they were definitely or potentially interested in
coordination
in this area. This is not surprising,
given the
insurance crisis of recent years, but it may point to a lack of
awareness
of recently-developed
alternatives
to commercial
insurance. The strongest interest came from private non-profit
agencies and from cities, each of which are likely candidates for
self-insurance pools developed by similar agencies.
The Paratransit insurance Corporation (PIC) began operations
in July 1989 and provides vehicle liability coverage for private,
non-profit
corporations;
its headquarters
are in Oakland. The
California
Transit Insurance
Pool (CalTIP)
was developed
for
publicly-owned
or -controlled
transit
systems,
through
the
California Transit Association; headquarters are in Sacramento.
The risk management
program recommended
herein is one of
information dissemination-about insurance options rather than that
of establishing a separate insurance pool for Los Angeles County.
Program objectives

and Potential

Benefits

A risk management
program addresses
broader issues than
insurance, which can be described as a method for protecting the
agency against defined potential losses (i~e., risks), through
prepayment
of funds
to guarantee
that the agency
will be
compensated if such loss occurs.
In an insurance pool, such
prepayment (through premiums) is paid into a fund controlled
and on behalf of peer pool members, rather than one established as
a commercial
enterprise.
Risk management,
on the other hand,
includes an evaluation oft he agen6y’s ongoing and potential risks,
with practices
and procedures
which attempt to minimize
risk
exposure or occurrence. Training, recordkeeping,
and monitoring
are important elements of a comprehensive risk management program.
LACTC has long been concerned about the costs of insuring
local transportation
providers, both public and private. While
efforts
to establish
a solely local insurance
pool were not
successful, Los Angeles County agencies have begun to be active in
both PIC and CalTIPo
In November
1988, LACTC entered
ir~o a
contract
with PIC to market
the PIC pool,
then beginning
implementation,
in LOs Angeles County. The goal of the contact,
for which LACTC expended $30,000, was to enroll 40 agencies,
representing
400 vehicles,
in PICo While the records
of the
project are not complete, it was reported that 26 agencies in Los
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Angeles County, joined the pool. Eight of these agencies reported
a total savings in their annual premiums of $127,329 representing
a return on LACTC’s investment of more than 300 Percent. Average
savings for these agencies was about 31 percent of their prior
insurance costs.
The CalTIP program is available only to public agencies in
the State of California
which are empowered
to provide public
transportation
services
"including
but not limited
to
transportation
districts,
cities, counties, and other local or
regional governmental
entities." Covered vehicles must be owned
by, or subject to the exclusive
use on behalf of, the .public
agency’s
transit
service
(this .latter
includes
contracted
vehicles). Coverage is available for liability, physical damage,
and public officials’ errors and omissions. At this time, Culver
City is the only property in Los Angeles County to join the CalTIP
pool, and they have reported expected savings up to 60 percent,
assuming no changes in their loss record.
An additional program, which is not widely advertised, but
which can offer significant coverage, at very low cost, to certain
programs,
is the Volunteer
Insurance
Services
Association,
headq%,artered
in San Jose. This programs is available to nonprofit, for-profit, or publlc agencies, but only coversvolunteer
(non-paid) drivers. It provides "excess" auto liability coverage
(i.e., above and beyond the volunteer’s own insurance) to $500~000
per accident, personal liability,
and medical coverage for the
"volunteer driver. Total annual coverage per volunteer is less than
$6.00, with certain fees and minimums per.member agency as well.
There is no known limit on new memberships.
The Joint Powers Insurance Agency (JPIA) is a coalition
municipal governments which provide pooled insurance available to
cities. The coverage offered by JPIA, however, does not cover
public liability
outside
the member agencies’
jurisdiction.
Because of this geographic restriction, the JPIA is a viable option
only for those cities that do not provide transportation services
outside of their boundaries.
Non-profit
and public agencies
indicating
an interest
in
coordinated risk management programs currently pay an estimated
$1.3 million annually for insurance and liability costs. Assuaging
that participation
in PIC, CalTIP, or VISA could result in a 30
percent cost reduction,
these agencies could potentially
save
$387,720 on an annual basis.
Identification

of Participating

&gencles/Impacted

Groups

In the survey,
the. groups of providers
which expressed
definite interest in risk management and insurance coordination
included non-profit agencies whose primary function is services
either
to senior
citizens
(11 agencies)
or persons
with
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disabilities (16 agencies), or cities (34). Each of these ~roups,
as noted above, is a potential candidate for PIC or CalTIP. The
next largest group of interested providers were for-profit firms
which specialize in transportation (9).
Ad~inistzatlon

Responsibilities

and Organizational

Structure

Because of the established
pools, no new organizational
structure is necessary. Each of the self-insurance
pools has an
administrative
structure
which they believe serves the best
interests
of their membership,
and the brokers of record work
closely in assessing
loss damages
and pool development:
and
continuance. CalTIP perhaps has a more thoroughly developed risk
management
program
for members currently,
including
on-site
inspections,
technical assistance, and ongoing, monitoring. PIC
has been reported to be developing many of these procedures in
recent months.
LACTC could easily disseminate info~mation on these programs,
bring interested
parties together and monitor the benefits of
program
participation
within
existing
staff resources
and
organizational structure.
Detailed

Implementation

Steps and Schedule

SteD i:
Contact CalTIP, PIC. VISA, and JpIA
--.These
agencies should be contacted by the LACTC and asked to provide
informatios
on .their progr~s
at workshops
held in Los
Angeles.
The inventory
database
should be used to match
interested parties with the appropriate program and with the
LACTC distributing
program information accordingly.
CalTIP
representatives
have indicated
a willingness
to provide
info~,ation as needed, upon request by LACTC or interested
public transit providers.
Step 2: Sponsor Workshops -- While not absolutely necessary,
it may be beneficial
for the LACTC to sponsor workshops,
sometime after information has been distributed, which provide
interested agencies the opportunity to talk to CalTIP, PIC,
VISA, and JPIA administrators directly.
Step 3:
Monitor Promram
Participation
and Benefits-Monitoring the benefits of participation in any one of these
existing insurance pools could be made easy by negotiating an
agreement with each of the insurance pool agencies to provide
summary
information
to the LACTC
regarding
program
.participation and results for Los Angeles County agencies.
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Step 4: Lobby Efforts -- The LACTC should be involved, at the
¯ State level, in monitoring legislative changes that i~act
insurance costs for transportation agencies. In addition, the
LACTC may wish to take an active lead in lobbying
for
legislative changes that would allow PIC to provide physical
damage insurance coverage, as the cost of obtaining physical
damage insurance separate from liability insurance can be
q~ite expensive and difficult to obtain. Currently, PIC is
prohibited from providing physical damage insurance.
Exhibit
program.

II-3 provides

~stlmated

a schedule

for implementation

of this

Cost of Implementatlon

Expenditure of funds by LACTC to implement this program ~re
estimated
at $4,900 to $7,000 annually
for dissemination
of
information, conduct of workshops, LACTC staff time, and monitoring
actiw[ties.
Lobbying activities
would be subsumed in existing
agency Government Affairs functions. The expected result of any
new memberships in the insurance programs noted would be reductions
¯ in expenditures by provider agencies.
4.

Joint Procurement
Program Overview

P~ogram
and Description

The joint procurement program proposed herein is comprised of
two items -- joint procurement
of vehicles and tires. Both of
these expand
on previous
LACTC efforts
and involvement
to
coordinate purchasing activities to realize cost savings through
economies of scale. If this program is successful, the LACTC may
wish to expand the joint procurement program to include other items
(e.g., parts, lubricants, oil, batteries) in future years. Joint
procurement of fuel is not recommended at this time.
~e joint vehicle program would involve the identification of
a lead agency to broker vehicle procurements for LosAngeles County
agencies providing specialized transportation
services. The lead
agency would be reimbursed bythe LACTC for costs of administering
a joint vehicle procurement program. Activities to be included are
preparation of vehicle specifications
and administration
of the
vehicle
procurement
process
(e.g., bid vehicles,
award and
negotiate
contract
for vehicles,
warranty
and acceptance
procedures). In addition, the lead agency would participate in the
Caltrans/CalAct
Task Force to develop vehicle specification
and
procurement guidelines for vehicles purchased with UMTA 16(b)(2)
funds.
The discount tire program is a continuance/re-establishment
of the LACTC tire discount program which was first implemented in
August 1987 but has since been discontinued.
LACTC would
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administer this program which involves selection of tire vendors
to provide tires and services at discount-rates to agencies which
the LACTC qualifies. In the past, cities and non-profit agencies
were allowed to participate. Estimated discounts up to 30 percent
were expected~ albeit follow-up in terms of actual savings and
agency participation in this program was never done.
The approach of the LACTC facilitating
joint procurements
rather than actually making joint procurements on behalf of other
agencies is consistent with survey results where only 57 agencies
believed that joint procurements was a function for a coordinating
agency. On the other hand, 108 agencies (36. percent of those
surveyed and 70 percent of those who took the time to answer the
question) indicated an interest in participating
in coordinated
procurement programs.
Progr-m objectives

and Potential

Benefits

The objective for this program is to reduce the capital costs
of vehicle
procurements
and the operating
costs
of tire
procurements. Direct benefits from participation in this program
would accrue to the agencies that participate. Indirect benefits
in tells of more safe and reliable vehicles may also be possible.
The lead time involved to procure vehicles may also be re,iced
through this program.
[~TA 16(b)(2) funds and Proposition A Local Return funds
two of the primary sources which agencies plan to use to replace
vehicles.
The programming
of these funds are subject to ~ICTC
approval and/or guidelines for fund use. In this respect, ~ICTC
is acting on the behalf of the public to stretch the use of p~)lic
funds for transportation
by facilitating a possible reduction in
the per unit cost of items procured with these funds.
Participating

Agencies

and ImpaGted

Groups

A total of 108 agencies (i.e., 56 non-profit, i0 private, and
42 public) indicated
interest in a joint procurement
program,
These agencies collectively own 1,384 vehicles with 41 percent of
these agencies planning to use Proposition A or UMTA 16(b)(2) funds
for replacement. On average, these agencies run 17.3 million miles
annually. This equates to 12,525 miles per vehicle per year.
Participating ~gencies should be targeted to those which have
indicated a definite interest. If the program proves successful,
the LACTC may wish to provide an incentive to participate in terms
of awarding extra points, under the 16(b)(2) project evaluation
process, to agencies who participate.
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Progr~ Administration
Struoture

Responsibilities

and Organizational

LACTC
would
take the lead
role in facilitating
the
establishment of joint procurement arrangements. With respect to
vehicle procurements, the LACTC would provide funding to an agency
to administer
the program.
LACTC would assist in identifying
agencies most likely to participate, marketing joint procurement
opportunities and monitoring program results. The same approach
¯ would be used for establishing a.joint tlre procurement program.
LACTC, however, would enter into agreements
with private tire
vendors to provide discount services.
These responsibilities could be accomplished by the LACTC with
a minor increase or reassignment of existing staff resources within
the current organizational structure.
Detailed

Implementation

Steps and Sohedule

Step la: Identify a ~Dead .Aqenc7 -- A lead agency for the
joint vehicle procurement program should be identified, with
the LACTC entering into a service contract for that agency to
develop vehicle specifications and administer a procurement
program on behalf of the LACTC.
Step lb:. participate in State-wide Vehicle Speci~flcation Task
Force -- Until the Caltrans/CalAct
Task Force on vehicle
specification
and procurement
process has completed their
work, however, it may not be possible for the program to
include UMTA 16(b)(2) funded vehicles. In the meantime,
LACTC should provide funds to reimburse the lead agency to
attend
Task Force meetings
to ensure
that Task Force
recommendations
allow
sufficient
flexibility
for
implementation
of a local joint procurement
program
and
vehicle specifications preferred locally.
Step ic: Contact Tire Vendors and Re-Establish Aareements - Concomitant with the identification
of a lead agency, the
LACTC should contact the three vendors used in the previous
tire discount
program to determine
their willingness
to
continue the program..During
this process, the LACTC should
obtain prioe quotes on discounts
and establish
a process
wherebythe tire vendors will report annually on participation
in the program and the discounts provided to participating
agencies.. Agreements
should be re-established.
Since the
LACTC already has experience with this process, additional
details are unnecessary.
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Step 2: Provide Lead Aqenc 7 With Vehicle Information
and
Lists of Eliqible Participants
-- The LACTC should provide
the lead agencies
(i.e., tire vendors
and public agency
administering
the vehicle procurement
program)
lists of
eligible program participants,
including
an indication
of
those most interested in .participation.
For the vehicle
procurement program, the LACTC should also provide information
regarding
planned
vehicle procurements
which have .been
approved by the LACTC.
~tep 3: Develop Marketing
Information
-- The LACTC would
develop
marketing
information
on each program
to be
distributed to those agencies which indicated an interest in
coordinated
procurement
activities.
This same information
could be updated annually anddistributed
to a larger group
should these programs prove successful.
Step 4:
Monitor
Program
-- The results
of program
participation
and resulting
benefits should be routinely
monitored
by the LACTC. These benefits should be weighed
against the cost of program administration
within the first
year of full implementation.
It may also be appropriate for
the LACTC to change the project evaluation criteria for the
16(b)(2)
program
to include
additional
points
participation in the joint vehicle procurement program as an
incentive
for agencies
to take advantage
of cost saving
oppcrtunities. This additional incentive is suggested because
agencies
may not be willing
to give up the flexibility
inherent in developing their own vehicle specifications.
A detailed schedule

for implementation

is provided in Exhibit

II-4.
Estimated

Cost of Implementation

This program is estimated to costbetween $30,600 and $59,700
on an annual basis for LACTC a~ministrative costs as well as those
costs .associated with preparation of vehicle specifications
and
management of thevehicle procurement process. Minimum LACTC staff
support is required to identify
a lead agency, establish
the
program, re-institute
agreements
with tire vendors, and notify
agencies of these available programs. In FYgl, the cost of this
program
is estimated
to be somewhat
lower (i.e., $20,000
to
$47,500) as implementation is scheduled to begin mid-year.
Good
information
on the expected
cost
savings
from
participation in this program are not available. The lead agencies
would be expected to collect and provide the LACTC with information
necessary to assess these cost savings after the first year of
implementation.
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5.

Information

Clearinqhouse

Progr-~ Overview

And Technical

Assistance

Proqra~

and Description

The " proposed
Information
Clearinghouse
and Technical
Assistance Program is composed of three primary activities to be
conducted for all programs recommended herein, including:
o

Provide information
to the many agencies involved in
specialized
transportation
provision regarding
LACTC
programs described herein. This includes marketing the
programs, helping agencies to register/~artioipate
.in
these programs,
dissemlnating
informatlon
regardlng
program
results
and benefits,
and answering
ad hoc
information requests.
Monitor
the results
of specialized
transportation
coordination
programs.
This involves establishing
routine monitoring
systems,
monitoring
program
participation,
evaluating program results, documenting
benefits, fine-tuning programs as experience is gained,
and developing the annual budget for the programs and
actions proposed herein.

o

Provide technical
assistance
to agencies involved in
specialized
transportation
provision.
Technical
assistance would be provided in preparing UMTA 16(b)(2)
grant applications,
filing fuel tax rebates, data and
information reporting for Section 15, CCIS, and program
monitoring purposes, and other technical areas such as
planning, negotiation of coordination
agreements, and
service contracts and contract monitoring.

The Information Clearinghouse and Technical Assistance Program
contains many of the elements, of past and existing LACTC programs
and projects aimed at coordination
of services.
The primary
differences from past efforts are:
o

Identifying
the individual
agencies
and targeting
information dissemination is much easier with the use of
the inventory
data base. In the past, agencies
were
contacted
through the Social Service Transportation
Funding
Coordinating
Committee
(SSTFCC)
or the
Paratransit Operations Subcommittee (PAROS), neither
which contains all ofthe individual agencies that would
benefit from the programs initiated by the LACTC.
Program monitoring and collection of the minimum data
necessary
to evaluate
progr~
results
is a major
component of this program which was missing in the past.
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Program Objectives

and Potential Benefits

The major objectives

for this program are to:

disseminate program information to those agencies who
have expressed an interest and could possibly benefit
through program participation
evaluate
benefits
o

programs

and clearly

document

the resulting

provide technical assistance when it is needed to further
LACTC
objectives
(i.e.,
improved
mobility,
cost
reduction, improved productivity, removal of coordination
barriers, and additional transportation funding for the
County).

These objectives, are important as evidenced by the survey
results.
LACTC has been involved in promoting coordination
activities for many years and has offered a variety of programs
and projects aimed at coordination
in the past. Despite this
involvement, survey responses indicated that only 59 percent of
the agencies surveyed were aware of LACTC coordination activities.
When the public agencies (e.g., city and county) are excluded, this
percentage falls to 25 percent. Ninety-two agencies indicated that
they are not aware of LACTC’s coordination activities.
The LACTC sponsored
programs
in risk management
(PIC
marketing), joint tire procurement discounts, and training tc name
a few. Survey results showed that participation in LACTC or other
individual inter-agency coordination activities was minimal (i.e.,
three percent participated
in coordinated
risk management; six
percent in joint purchasing; and six percent in training).
The evaluation of past LACTC efforts showed that the benefits
and program participation were seldom monitored. This represents
a lost opportunity in terms of providing an inexpensive incentive
to participate in coordination programs. Because participation in
coordination programs is voluntary, information about the actual
benefits of participation
can act as an incentive to additional
agencies.
Providing technical assistance to further LACTC objectives
has been fairly successful in the past and these efforts should be
continued. Two areas are particularly noteworthy, including:
collection
of Section
15 operating
and financial
information which resulted in an additional $2.6 million
in UMTA Section 9 funds for transit operators
in the
County between FY86 and FY89
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¯ o

increased awards of UMTA 16(b~(2) grants to agencies
within the County (i.e., from $10,500 in FY83 to $1.1
million in FY89).

These increases
in transportation
funding to Los Angeles
County are primarily a result of the LACTC providing ¯ technical
assistance to agencies so that they could accurately report the
information required by Section 15 or better compete at the State
level for Section 16(b)(2) grants because of the improved quality
of grant applications.
.Participating

~gencies and Impacted

Groups

Survey results indicate that 75 percent of the agencies who
responded
to questions
regarding
appropriate
activities
and
functions
for a coordinating
agency indicated
"information
clearinghouse".
Agencies responding include 66 private nonprofits,
12 private
for profit,
and 63 public agencies.
A11
agencies included in the inventory could potentially benefit from
one or more of the programs proposed herein. Getting programmatic
information
to these agencies,
particularly
those who have
° indicated
an interest,
is a vital first step to successful
implementation of this Action Plan.
Program A~mlnlstration
Structure

Responsibilities

The LACTC is proposed as the lead agency
There are several reasons for this, including:

and- Organizatlonal
for this program.

o

LACTC has access to the most current database/inventory
of agencies providingspecialized transportation services
which includes the coordination activitiesin which these
agencies are interested.

o

LACTC is funding
the programs
proposed
herein and
therefore has a vested interest to insure that the funds
invested achieve the desired results.

Staffing fort his function is proposed to report to the LACTC
manager in charge of Strategic Planning and Program Development.
Support from other LACTC sections (i.e., Marketing, MIS, Capital
Programming and Planning, and Corridor/Subarea Planning Teams) will
be necessary. Combined, these staff resources are estimated to be
two full-time employee equivalents for the first year.
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The roles of each section are:
o

Strategic
Planning
-- develop
program
perfo,~ance
monitoring criteria and define data collection needs;
work with MIS to automate monitoring systems; monitor
program participatign;
prepare annual program budgets
and program evaluatlons; revise and fine-tune programs
based on experience; work with marketing to disseminate
program information and results; and assist agencies in
reglsterlng/partlcapatlng
in programs.

o

MIS -- develop ~o~ed. performance
monitoring
system
according
to speclrlcanlons
prepared
by Strategic
Planning. This is a one-time activity associated with
implementation of all programs proposed herein,-during
the first year.

o

Marketing
-- develop
and disseminate
programmatic
information and brochures; and disseminate annual program
evaluations which clearly document actual benefits to
agencies who have not participated in the past.

o

Capital
Programming
and Planning
-- work
with
Caltrans/CalAct to revise UMTA Section 16(b)(2) program
guidelines and funding criteria; administer the local
16(b)(2) evaluation process and funding criteria; provide
technical assistance to agencies preparing i6(b)(2) grant
applications;
identify
and
analyze
potential
opportunities
for shared vehicle use; and lobby for
funding approval of L~s Angeles County projects at the
State level.

The LACTC social Service Transportation Funding Coordination
Committee (SSTFCC) would remain active to support and provide input
into the Information Clearinghouse Program.
Several revisions
however, are proposed:
,
o

The SSTFCC status would be changed from a committee that
meets regularly to one that meets on an ad-hoc basis.

o

The.SSTFCC would
revzew
. .

meet two or three times a year to: to
grant applications
and make

...........
, ~u revaew marketing
information
regarding programs prior to Countywide distribution,,
~hese changes are recommended
and committee time.

to make the best use of staff

Detailed

Implementation

Steps and Schedule

Step I: Develop Proqram Performance
Measures -- The LACTC
should document
the objectives
of proposed
coordination
programs
prior to implementation
and select several
key
measures for each. Expected results for these measures should
be clearly defined at the start of each program.
When
selecting program performance measures, attention should be
given to data availability,
accuracy
and cost of data
collection.
Agencies participating
in programs, may be
required t~ provide some of the information
necessary and
should be consulted through PAROS regarding the availability
of data. The idea is to gain enough information to accurately
access program effectiveness without placing undue burdens on
participating agencies.
SteD ~: Develop MIS SUDDOrt System -- Developing
the data
collection and performance monitoring report foEmats for all
specialized transportation coordination programs are the first
step ~owards building an MIS support system. MIS would be
involved
in this task and would also be responsible
for
developing an automated system to support data collection and
reporting requirements.
~te~ 3:
Test Data .Collection/Reportinq
Systemc -- Data
collection and reporting systems and prgcesses should be fully
tested prior to implementation.
Adjustments should be made,
as appropriate, to ensure that the system if fully operational
and will support LACTC performance monitoring requirements
with a minimum of staff effort.
~teD 4: Include Data ReDortinm Reuuirements In Contracts -To the extent possible, data reporting requirements should be
included in program participation criteria and/or contracts
with agencies responsible for administering programs on b~alf
of the LACTC. While theLACTCcurrently
has such requirements
for the Subregional
Incentive
Program, new and different
requirements are required for the additional programs proposed
herein.
Step 5: Prov~d~
Traininu
And Collect
Data -- The LACTC
should provide training and technical assistance to agencies
as necessary to help them meet minimum information reporting
requirements.
The LACTC or designated
lead agencies would
collect and input data as appropriate. This includes Section
15 information from Subregional Program projects. The LACTC
would monitor data reporting
and notify agencies who are
delinquent in submitting data that funding and/or continued
program participation are in jeopardy as a result.
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Ste D 6: Revise 16~b)~2) Fundinq Criteria -- UMTA Section
16(b)(2) local funding criteria should be revised to include
additional, points for participation
in LACTC coordination
programs.
Continue
to actively
participate
in the
Caltrans/CalAct 16(b)(2) guidelines revisions. In addition,
the LACTC should continue to lobby for funding approval of
local projectsat the State level.
Step 7: provide Technical
Assistance
fo~ preparation
of
16(b)(2) Grant Applications -- Technical assistance should
begin early and include a workshop to distribute and e~lain
local and State criteria for project funding approval. Part
of this technical assistance would involve the use of the
inventory database to identify opportunities for share vehicle
usage.
Step 8: Develop Marketinq Information -- Marketing brochures
and technical program guidelines for coordination
programs
should be developed. Review of draft marketing information
with the SSTFCC and PAROS prior to printing and production
would be helpful as well as informative about LACTC programs.
In addition, the LACTC should annually sponsor a workshop to
distribute the information,
discuss programs and potential
benefits, and answer questions. Distribution of info~,ation
through
the mail to individual
agencies
that indicated
interest inparticular coordination
programs should also be
considered..
Step 9: Conduct Annual .Promram Evaluations
-- An annual
program evaluations of ali coordination program s including the
Information Clearinghouse
and Technical Assistance Program
should be conducted, by the LACTC. This evaluation
should
occur prior to development of the annual administrative
and
program budgets and distribution of program guidelines and
marketing materials. Resulting benefits-that are documented
during the review process should be included
in revised
marketing
materials.
Where program expectations
are not
achieved, programs should be revised or possibly eliminated.
A technical report summarizing programmatic results should be
presented to the LACTC through the committee structure on an
annual basis.
Part of this annual review would also include the presentation
of plans to expand successful programs.
Step I0: Prepare Annual Budqets --Preparation of the annual
budget, taking into consideration prior year program results,
is a task that should
be. executed
by the individual
responsible
for program monltorlng.
Where programs are
particularly successful, resources for expansion should be
considered. Program results should be linked to the budget
process.
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A detailed schedule for implementation

is provided in Exhibit

II-5.
Estimated

Cost

of

~nplementatlon

This program
is estimated
to cost between
$103,900
and
$178,900 during FY91. The range in cost is due to potential salary
ranges
and the cost of automating
the program
performance
monitoring system~ Travel costs for participating
in activities
related to .the 16(b)(2) program are includ4d, as are all LACTC
administrative staff costs.
The costs to participating
agencies
is minimal
with the
possible exception
of data reporting
requirements
.to monitor
program results.
6.

~ervice Eliqlbil~t 7 Proqram
Program Overview

and Description

"Service eligibility
restrictions"
was the second biggest
¯ barrier to coordination according to survey results. This appears
¯ to be more than just a perceived barrier on the part of agencies
surveyed as 66 percent of all agencies participating in the suz~ey
require eligibility
pre-certification.
There are several
approaches to reducing this barrier ranging from low to moderate
costs, including:
o

use of survey
results
to
encouragement
in negotiating
certifications

o

provision
of software,
training
and marketing
of a
Countywide eligibility .system whereby eligibili~y
is
¯
certified by partlcipatlng
agencies and entered into a
computerized system so that recertificatlon
by another
agency is not required --the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission (MTC) in the Bay Area has developed such
system
development
the LACTC
administers

target
agencies
for
reciprocal
eliglbility

of a Countywide eligibility
maintains
the computerized
the certification process.

system whereby
system
and

This program is one that starts out small and expands as
experience is gained. In the first year, the LACTC would use the
inventory database to identify up to 12 agencies that:, pr?v~de
general
elderly
and disabled
services;
and have ellgiblllty
restrictions
but are very similar in terms of funding (e.go,
Proposition
A), allowable
trip purpose, and clientele
served.
These agencies would be contacted to find out more about their
precertification
process
and willingness
to participate
in
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Exhibit
li-5

i
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reciprocal eligibility certifications.
Public agencies providing
elderly and disabled services using Proposition A funds should be
targeted first, followed by a phase-in for social service agencies
providing specialized transportation services.
If there is sufficient interest, the LACTC could sponsor a
demonstration project were the reciprocal certification process is
automated. This requires some lead time for computer programing
and.
capital
acquisition
and is therefore
proposed
for
¯ implementation in FY92.
If the demonstration proves successful, the program should be
considered for expansion.
This includes the number of agencies
participating
as well as the type of information automated. MTC
currently uses their system to check ridership, service demand, and
the distribution
of script, vouchers,
and billing. The program
proposed herein does not include reimbursement for an.agency who
serves another agency’s clients, although this is a potential
future application (albeit beyond the two year span of this Action
Plan). The program proposed herein is a beginning with potential
long term applications.
Program objectives

and Potential

Benefits

The primary objective of this program is to begin ellminating
some of the unnecessary
service eligibility
restrictions.
The
purpose of eliminating some of these restrictions is to increase
the mobility options for those with specialized
transportation
needs.
Another objective
is to reduce the costs to participating
agencies of certifying client eligibility. With the implementation
of CCIS, more people will have access to information on service
options. Pre-certification
prior to usingthe service is required
in many instances. Some people using the CCIS may be discouraged
from using alternative
services
because of pre-certification
requirements;
others
may follow
through
and receive
precertification
from a number of agencies thereby increasing
the
administrative costs to these agencies for certifying eligibility.
If agencies have similar certification
processes, it is to 1:he
advantage of these agenciesto accept reciprocal certifications and
thus avoid the administrative expense of certification.
Participating
agencies benefit by avoiding administrative
costs associated
with pre-certification
and re-certification.
Automation of the certification
process may also result in more
efficient
use of agency staff time. The public benefits
by
improved
mobility
options
without
additional
certification
requirements.

Participating

Agencies. and Impacted Groups

Initially, participating agencies should be limited to no more
than 12 to gain experience
and correct any program
start-up
problems.
There are several potential
groups that could be
targeted. Agencies that receive funds from the Regional Centers
(developmentally
disabled)
or Departments
of Aging (senior
citizens) could be targeted for the demonstration period. Another
option is to target a city that has multiple
transportation
programs and service types (e.g., the City of LosAngeles DOT, CDD,
DOA).
Both options should be explored in time, although the
immediate priority may be to limit the. demonstration to agencies
utilizing Proposition A funds to provide services to the elderly
and disabled.
Program ~inistration
Structure

Responsibilities

and Organizational

LACTC would assume the lead in this project.
A list of
potential
participating
agencies could be developed
from the
inventory database. Corridor/Subarea
Planning Teams could then
use these lists to approach agencies
and determine
potential
interest in participating in a demonstration project.
The LACTC would be responsible for establishing the program,
developing fo~ms, computer software, computer hardware and on-going
m~intenance. The agencies themselves would continue certification
but have access to certification
by other agencies through an
automated
system.
If the LACTC does not wish to make the
investment in software and computer hardware, the other option is
to develop formal agreements where proof of certification by one
agency automatically qualifies the individual for certification by
other participating
agencies.
While costs are lower with this
approach,
the burden
is on the client
to provide
proof of
certification.
Detailed Implementation

Steps and Schedule

SteD I: IdentifY Candidate A~eDcies -- Candidate agencies for
participation in a demonstration project should be identified
based on a review of similar system characteristics
(e.g.,
service area, clientele,
trip purpose).
The inventory
database will be extremely useful in this analysis. Initial
efforts should focus on identifying up to 12 systems serving
the elderly and disabled utilizing Proposition A funds.
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~tem 2: Review Certification
Processes -- The LACTC should
contact agencies and determine willingness to participate in
a demonstration project. For those willing to participate,
a review of the certification process should be conducted.
Part of this step involves ensuring that the certification
processes at each agency meet some minim-~ requirements in
terms of consistency between agencies. Based onthis review,
the LACTC would develop a "model" certification
process,
Including forms and informational materlals, to. be used by
agencies participating
in this program on a demonstration
basis.
Stem 3: Assist A~enc~es To Develom Reclmrocal
Elimibility
~ -- The
LACTC
Corridor/Subarea
Planning
Teams
should assist the agencies to develop reciprocal ellgibility
certifications. A hands-on approach would be required for the
initial demonstration period. This approach would be a nonautomated
approach where agencies agree to recognize
the
eligibility certifications
of other agencies using LACTC’s
model certification
process.
The burden of proof of
eligibility
would be on the client.
The LACTC would be
required to review the agencies’ certification
process to
ensure that it was consistent with the agreed upon terms.
Stem 4: Review Automated Systems -- The LACTC should review
MTC’s system and determine if it is sufficient to meet the
needs of LACTC’s demonstration
or if a less sophisticated
system cculd be developed, implemented,
and maintained for
less.cost. Decide on the appropriate option.
Stem 5: Purchase/Develom
System and Test -- A decision to
develop, or purchase fromMTC, the appropriate s~ftware needs
to be made by the LACTC.
Once the decision
is made,
programming efforts to make the system compatible to LACTC’s
requirements
is needed. The syst-w should be fully tested
prior to implementation.
Computer
hardware
for the
demonstration also should be purchased.
~tem 6: Immlement the System at AqeDcie~ --This will involve
input of existing client certification records and training
on the system and use of new forms.
~em 7: Monitor Program Results -- Program results should be
carefully monitored throughout the demonstration
period to
determine if the program has benefits sufficient to justify
additional investment and expansion.
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A detailed schedule for implementatio n is provided in Exhibit
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Coordination agreements generally occur in the first year of
program participation resulting in an award of up to ten percent
of the operating
budget.. An additional
subsidy of up to ten
percent can be earned by achieving performance standards. After
the first year, prior coordination agreements continue but are
seldom expanded. Agencies, however, are eligible to earn up to 25
percent in the following two years for maintaining coordination
agreements and achieving performance standards.
Ten of the existing 20 projects have done little to expand
coordination
since their initiation
in FY86. A portion of the
funds currently being awarded under this program are provided as
incentives
to improve performance
and report data rather than
demonstrating
that coordination
can be beneficial
in terms of
improved mobility and performance, as the program was originally
intended.
It appears that the LACTC could achieve the same level of
coordination with less subsidy investment for some of the existing
projects. The length of time which a project is funded could also
be shortened.
There are several administrative changes that can be made to
the Subregional Program immediately, including:
Do not allocate morethan is received on an annual basis
-- currently, Subregional Program and other Incentive
Program projects are receiving subsidy allocations in
excess of the revenuesreceived.
In F¥89, $9.4 million
was approved in subsidy allocations from the Incentive
Fund compared to estimated revenues of $6.9 million.
While there are.adequate funds available to meet these
commitments, in the long-term, the LACTC may not be able
to sustain
project
commitments
which exceed annual
revenues.
O

Increasing performance standards -- performance standards
currently
result in an average
funding
award of 23
percent
of each agency’s
operating
budget.
When
approvingthe Subregional Incentive Program Guidelines,
the LACTC directed staff to a~mlnistratively
adjust
performance standardssuchthatthe
average subsidy award
was between 17 and 19 percent, budget.
Using FY89
program allocation
levels, it is estimated
that the
Subregional
Program would be reduced by $1.3 million
annually (from $5.2 to $3.9 million) if performance
standards
are adjusted
to reflect
LACTC’s
policy
direction for program administration.
This means that
some agencies may receive reduced allocations, depending
on performance.
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Requiring
additional
coordination
effort~ -as
originally proposed, the Subregional Incentlve Program
allowed for negotiated subsidies up to ten percent based
on increasing coordination efforts. Requiring additional
coordination efforts, negotiating the appropriate cost
of implementing
theseactivities,
and monitoring
the
actual implementation
steps are activities which were
conducted during the first two years of the Subregional
Program but which have not been diliqently pursued since
the increased use of performance standards as the basis
of subsidy
allocations.
When approving
subsidy
allocations, the LACTC should re-establish the practice
of granting funds based on the achievement of specific
coordination activities. Receipt of funds would be based
on documented results, both in terms of performance and
coordination activities.
Survey results indicate that 124 agencies (59 non-profit
and 53 public)
are interested
in coordination
of
passenger/client
transportation.
These agencies are
spread fairly evenly throughout
the County.
Where
geographically feasible, existing systems participating
in the program should be required to coordinate
with
these interested agencies.
Consistent with the LACTC’s mission of improving mobility, ’the
existing projects receiving Subregional Incentive Program funds
should be evaluated in terms of improved mobility and the cost of
achieving improved mobility. In FY91, prior to issuing Subregional
Program Guidelines for FY92, the LACTC should take a more in-depth
look at some of the projects currently
being funded under the
Subregional Program.
Potential cost increases and short-term
productivity
declines should be carefully evaluated relative to
increased
mobility opportunities
and the number of passengers
taking advantage of these opportunities.
Unless the LACTC intends for the Subregional Program to be a
maintenance program rather than an incentive program, only those
programs
which would not otherwise
be feasible
and are truly
meeting a mobility need at an increased cost should be funded.
Incremental cost increases associated with coordination activities
and mobility
improvements
should
be used to determine
the
appropriate
level of funding.
While such an approach
is more
difficult to administer than the current practice of awarding f~ds
based .on achievement
of performance
standards,
it provides a
mechanlsm for the LACTC to target funds to projects which improve
mobility. Achievement of performance standards and improvement of
mobility are not necessarily the same.
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Program Objectives

and Potential

Benefits

In the past, the Subregion~l Incentive Program has focused on
coordination
between small groups of cities and jurisdictions.
The programs
proposed
herein are broad programs
which apply
throughout
the County .to a variety of agencies serving many
specialized transportatlon
needs. The multi-modal corridor/subarea approach to transportation issues will address the same type
of coordination
activities
that were the previous focus of the
Subregional
Incentive Program. With this in mind, the programs
recommended herein take a different approach and allow the LACTC
to address coordination issues from a macro perspective.~
The benefits to agency clients in terms of improved mobility
and system performance
resulting
from coordination
should be
documented within the first two years. If benefits exist, there
is little reason for the LACTC to continue coordination funding ~
- the improvements resulting from coordination are the incentive
to continue.
If the agencies involved in coordination
are not
willing to continue coordination activities without subsidization,
then the benefits
of coordination
may not be worth the funds
invested.
There. are, however, some circumstances where coordination to
improve mobility results in longer trip lengths which can cause
productivity
to decline and costs to increase. The benefits of
increased mobility opportunities
are achieved, but at a higher
cost. In these circumstances,
the jurisdictions involved may not
be able to sustain coordination activities without the additional
subsidies
provided by the LACTC Subregional
Program. In these
circumstances, the potential-benefits in terms of improved mobility
should be weighed against the mobility benefits of other projects
competing for LACTC subsidies.
"
There is a current
and further
potential
need for the
Subregional Incentive Program funds.
By FY92, Americans with
Disabilities
Act (ADA) may require that the LACTC be directly
responsible for ensuring that specialized transportation needs are
met within the County.
A year of experience
with CCIS will
indicate those areas of the County and trip patterns which cannot
be accommodated by existing coordinated and individual systems.
Significantly
restructuring
the Subregional
Program could
provide
the funding
for ensuring
that
all specialized
transportation
needs are met. Given existing information sources
and a lack of good geotechnical
service demand information, the
magnitude
of unmet needs and service
voids are not clearly
understood
or defined at this time. The LACTC should position
itself to better understand
these potential needs and have the
funding available to meet them. Restructuring the Subregional
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Program is one way to make adequate
aimed at meeting ADA requirements
transportation mobility problems.

funding available for programs
as well as improving
other

While the CCIS information will help identify service voids,
the I~CTC should consider o~tainlng and implementing a geotechnical
infomnation system (GIS). GIS is a software package that applies
statistics from a variety of existing sources (e.g., census, Bureau
of Labor) to a geographical
setting. The software is graphics
interactive and would provide a useful tool for the LACTC to plan
for future mobility
needs and help further identify
existing
specialized transportation needs.
Participating

Agencies

and Impacted

Groups

Significantly
restructuring
the Subregional
Program will
likely impact some 20 projects involving some 27 jurisdictions by
reducing the amount of subsidies which they receive to Coordinate
services. In FYJl, the reduction in funds would be a result of
increasing performance standards. Agencies would also be required
to i~lement
additional
coordination
activities
t~r~eted
to
improving mobility options in order to continue recelvlng funds
under the Subregional Incentive Program. Subsidy reductions for
Subregional
projects
would be used to fund the coordination
programs
recommended
herein.
These programs
have a broad
application
(i.e.,
over 200 agencies
would be eligible
to
participate compared to 27).
Significantly
restructuring
the Subregion~l Program" could
provide the funding for ensuring that ADA requirements
are met
should the ADA be approved
at the federal
level. The funds
currently used by a relatively small nnmher of jurisdictions
to
demonstrate the benefits of coordination would be applied to ensure
Countywide compliance with ADA requirements. These funds can also
be used to ensure that specialized transportation service voids are
filled should they be found to exist and to fund cross-county
trips.
Program Administration
Structure

Responsibilities

and Organizational

Administrative responsibilities forthis program would remain
essentially
the same with LACTC administering
the program. The
Strategic
Plan Section of the LACTC would be responsible
for
developing program guidelines and objectives. The Corridor/Subarea
Planning Teams would be responsible
for analyzing
specialized
transportation
service issues and working with affected agencies
to develop and implement solutions. The existing LACTC committee
structure would be used to provide input to program revisions,
development and funding approvals as appropriate.
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Detailed

Implementation

Steps and Schedule

Step i:
Amend Proposition
A Subregional
Guidelines
-Administratively amend the Subregional Program guidelines to
increase the performance
standards
such that the average
funding per project award is 17 percent of the total project
costs. Require additional coordination efforts as a condition
for continued funding, Notify existing program participants
that coordination efforts and activities will be monitored,
with funding receipt conditioned on implementation of specific
coordination
activities.
Incorporate
language into the
guidelines indicating that program reviews are pending which
may result in reduced project funding in the future when
project requests are forced to compete with other projects on
the basis of results to improve mobility.
Step 2: Identify Additiona~ Coordination Activities --- The
LACTC staff should identify new and additional coordination
opportunities
for existing systems through analysis of the
inventory database for agencies who expressed an interest in
coordination of client transportation.
Provide this list
existing program participantsand suggest that they focus new
,coordination
efforts with agencies that have expressed an
interest in such activities. Geographic location will be a
factor in the ability of these agencies to further develop
identified coordination
opportunities.
Agencies may choose
coordination activities other than those identified through
the inventory.
These should be evaluated
in terms of
potential to improve mobility.
Step 3: conduct Detailed Cost/Benefit
Analysis of Existing
Projects -- The LACTC should thoroughly review the benefits
achieved and cost increases due to longer trips for existing
projects.
Based on this evaluation,
the LACTC should
formulate recommendations
regarding programs that require
long-term funding to continue coordination activities which
improve mobility relative to the costs of maintaining such
service.
Step 4: Monitor CCIS Results For Potential Service Voids -Be~in To Identify Providers -- The LACTC should monitor the
results of CCIS which indicate those areas of the County where
trip patterns cannot beaccommodated
by existing coordinated
and individual services. Using this information,
the LACTC
should begin to work with jurisdictions
and non-profit
organizations to provide service to accommodate such trips.
Service delivery projects for funding in FY92 to acconm~odate
these specialized transportation
needs should be developed.
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Step 5: Evaluate Geotechnical
Information System~. ~ -- The
LACTC may wish to evaluate the c~sts and effort needed to
implement a geotechnical information system that would allow
’the. LACTC
to plan for future
potential
specialized
transportation needs and further identify existing needs.
A detailed

schedule for implementation

is provided

in Exhibit

II-7.
Estimated

Cost of Implementation

The FY91 estimated
cost for the Subregional
Program
is
$3,874,900 to $3,887,100 including project grants and LACTC staff
support. For FY91, projects grants are e~timated to be an average
of 17 percent of the total project cost. Agencies which fail to
submit Section 15 data in a timely fashion or fail to initiate
additional coordination activities are assumed to receive reduced
funding levels.
Beginning in FY92, Subregional Program costs could be as low
as $1.0 million if the program is significantly restructured. If
the program is not restructured, project grants could exceed FY89
¯ funding levels of $5.2 million.
. . If the program is revised, but
A ua requlremenus
....
mandate add~tlonal specialized
transportation
services because.of service volds, costs up to $4.0 million can be
expected.
Thls is still less than the FY89 subsidy
~-~-~ ^=
$5.2 million.
~ ............. ~
C.

BECOMMENDED
~CHEDULE

1.

~rwanizational

ORGANIZATIONAL
Structure

STRUCTURE, FINANCIAL PLAN

AN~’~

And Staffin~

One of the legislative requirements that must be addressed, in
the Action Plan is the designation of a Consolidated Transportation
Service Agency (CTSA). In approving
the 1981 Action Plan, the
LACTC did not designate a CTSA as recommended by the 1981 AB 120
Inventory and Action Plan for LosAngeles County. Forthis reason,
the 1981 Action Plan submitted by the LACTC was not in compliance
with legislative requirements. There were no negative or positive
impacts resulting from a finding of non-compliance.
Failure to
designate a CTSA when approving a final Action Plan will likely
result in a second finding of non-compliance.
¯ The recommended pro.g~.aws and financial .plan contained herein
indicate that responsibility for Action Plan implementation resides
primarily
with the LACTC,
as shown in Exhibit
II-8.
The
recommended
coordination
programs can belmplemented
within the
~xisting
LACTC administrative
structure
with minimal
staff
increases
and additional
a~ministrative
expenses
(i.e., 4.0
additional
full-time
equivalents
distributing
throughout
four
sections
of the existing/reorganized
LACTC organizational
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Exhibit II-7

LACTC
Specialized Transportation Coordination Study

IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE FOR THE
SUBREGIONAL INCENTIVE PROGRAM
Overview
Implementation

of
Tasks

AI~
1990

July
1990

0 1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9

FROM PLAN ADOPTION
July
FY9|
1991
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17

MONTHS

18

FT92
19 20

April
1992
21

22

23

~4

1. AmendProposition A
Subregional Guidelines

2. Identify Additional
CoordinationActivities

3. ConductDetailed
Cost/Benefit Analysis
of Bxlstin~Pro~cts

(on-going)

4. MonitorCCISResults
for Potenfia| ~ervice
Voids/Besinto Identt~/
Providers

5. Evaluate GI$

O

LACTCAction/Major
Decision Point

[]
[]

Interim product/deliverable/deadline
Final product/deliverable/deadline

Formal Program Review

Exhibit Ii-8
LACTC Specialized

Transportation

Coordination

Study

COORDINATION
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
& ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES
PROGRAMS

START-UP itESPONSIBILITY

ON-GOING IMPLEMENTATION
ADMINISTRATION

Service Information/
Service Marketing Program
* Paratransit Directory
* CCIS
AgencyRefe~-t-als
Market CCISto General Public
2.

4.

LACTC
LACTCwith SCRTD
LACTC& Lead Agency
LACTC& partidpating agendes

LACrC
¯ SCRTD
LeadAgency(e.g., lnfoLine)
LACI’C& partidpating agendes

Driver & Dispatch Trainln8 Prosram
* Certify/select training programs
* Establish participation criteria
¯ Conducttraining

LACTC
with Professional Services
LACTC
Lead Agency

Lead Agency(e.g.,

Risk Managementlt’of/am

LACTC
with PIC, CalTIP~ VISA

PIC, CaITIP, VISA

Joint Procurement
Program
¯ Vehicle procurement~
¯ CalACTVehide Spec. Ta~k Force
¯ Tire procurements

LACTC
& City as a lead agency
LACTCwith CalACT
LACTC

Lead Agency(e.g., LADOT)
Lead Agency with CalACT
Tire VendorsContract

Information ~learinghouse &
Technical Assistance

LACTC

LACTC

Service Eligibility Program

LACTC
& partidpating

agendes

Partidpating

Subregional Incentive l’mgram

LACTC& partidpating

agendes

LACTC& partidpating

SG/PomonaRC)

Agendes
Agendes

structure),,
as shown in Exhibits II-9 and II-10. Professional
services contracts and contracts with agencies participating in
coordination
programs are a means of supplementing
LACTC staff
resources.
Program participation is voluntary and at little or no .direct
cost to the participants.
Administrative
and programmatic costs
are funded with Proposition A Incentive funds at the discretion of
the LACTC.
One reason for designating a CTSA. is to make social service
agencies eligible for TDA Article 4.5 funds. This would not bring
additional
TDA Article
4.5 funds into the region;
agencies
currently receiving these moneys would get fewer dollars in sharing
funds with additional agencies. Designation of a CTSA is not a
prerequisite for receipt of recommended program funding since the ¯
LACTC currently determines eligibility criteria and administers the
Proposition
A Incentive
Fund. Social service agencies are not
currently eligible to receive Proposition ~ Incentive funds and
designation of a CTSA would not change thls -- a change in the
Proposition A Incentive Program would. The coordination programs
recommended herein do not require that additional transportation
subsidies be provided directly to social service agencies for the
provision of Coordinated transportation services.
At this time, there is no financial or funding advantage to
designating a CTSA except that 16(b)(2) grant applications receive
an additional few points from being reviewed by a CTSA, which in
this .case would be the LACTC. Programmatic objectives and results
will not be impacted by the designation of a CTSA or lack thereof.
The LACTC should seriously consider designating itself as the CTSA
to avoid a finding of non-compliance. If SCAI passes as currently
proposed, the LACTC should designate itself as a CTSA to collect
additional funding for the region.
2.

Financial

Plan

The draft financial plan.recommended assumes that th~ primary
.funding source for accompllshing
coordination
objectaves
and
implementing coordination programs will continue to be Proposition
A Incentlve Funds. While other existing (TDA Article 4..5) and
potential (SCA 1) funding sources were considered, Proposition.
Incentive Funds have been assumed because:
o

The LACTC has control overthis funding source including
setting program requirements and eligibility criteria .

o

Other funding sources are either not as flexible (e.g.,
Article 4.5 has requirements imposed by the State), are
not certain at this time (e.g., SCA 1 approval is not
guaranteed), or are not allocated under the auspices "of
the LACTC (e.g., Aging funds, DDS funds).
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Exhibit II-9

LACTC
Specialized Transportation Coordination Study

LACTC ADMINISTRATIVE

STAFF

REQUIREMENTS

FY91

Strategic & Program Planning Sectign
Capital Program Section
Corridor/Subarea

Teams

FY92
($000’s)
Costs

Hours

FTEs

5,712

3.00

$137.1$239.9

320

0.17

600

0.32

Hours
5,712

3.00

$7.7$13.4

288

0.15

$14.4-

600

0.32

476

376

0.20

$11.4-

$20.O
SupportFunctions(e.g., mail, MIS,
reproduction, secretarial, graphics)

1,460

TOTAL

8,568

$14.4$25.2
$9.0-

$15.8

$35.0-

640

0.33

$15.4$26.9

~616

4.00

$182.8$319~9

~61.3

4.50

$137.1$239.9.
$12.1

$~.2
Marketing Section

($O00’s)
Costs

FTEs

$205.6-

$359,8
I

I

I

II II

~I~TIi

Exhibit II-10

LACTC
Specialized

Transportation Coordination Study

LACTC STAFF HOLIRS BY PROGRAM
& ORGANIZATIONAL SECTION
FY91
PROGRAM

Strategic
Planning

Capital
Programs

Corridor/
Subareas

FY92
Marketing

Support

320

248

Strategic
Planning

Capital
P.rograms

Corridor/
Subareas

Marketing

Support

320

248

1. Service Information/
Marketing

320

2.

Driver & Dispatch
Training

952

3.

Risk Management

40

80

40

4.. Joint Procurement

64

200

32

5. Into. Clearinghouse &
Technical Assistance

2,856

8O
392

4O

320

4O

908*

3,808

288

-

40
16

6. Service Eligibility

952

200

80

952

200

7. Subregional

200

400

80

200

4OO

TOTAL
Full-Time Equivalents *

5,712

320
0.17

476
0.32

To~alFFEs= 4.5

FTEsbased on 1904 hours of produaive work Rime.
Includes LACTC
MIS support to develop automated performance monitoring system.

1,460
0.76

5,712

288
0.15

0.32

Total FI~s = 4.0

120

"80
376

640

0.20

0.33

Proposition A Incentive funds are currently used to fund
coordination programs and there are adequate resources
available within this fund to implement the recommended
programs.
Exhibit II-11 provides
a summary of estimated
costs for
implementation
of coordination
strategies, programs and program
administration. It is assumed that the funding source will be the
Proposition A Incentive Program fund.
On an annual basis, the programs
recommended
herein are
estimated to require between $0.6 million and $1.2 million from the
Incentive Program Fund, excluding Subregi6nal Program projects.
With ’the Subregional Program changes proposed herein, the total
coordination
program costs for F¥91 are estimated
to be $4.4
million to $5.1 milllon. This represents a $1.1 million to $0.1
million reduction
from the FY89 Subregional
Program and LACTC
administrative costs.
3.

]implementation

Schedule

SB 826 requires that the LACTC evaluate the progress made to
¯ implement
the Action Plan every two years.
Therefore,
the
implementation schedule recommended herein focuses on the next 24
months and those actions
and objectives
which the LACTC can
reasonably be expected to accomplish in the near te~m.
Exhibit II-12 presents an overview of the coordination program
implementation
schedule recommended
by the study team.
The
schedule recognizes that the LACTC is in the process of developing
an agency-wide strategic plan and will be reorganizing to achieve
strategic
objectives.
The schedule
also recognizes
that some
programs and actions require integration
with program funding
approval and existing LACTC budgetary
processes.
Detailed
implementation
schedules
for individual
tasks by program were
previously provided with the individual program descriptions.
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Exhibit 11-11
Page I of 3

LACTC
Specialized

Transportation Coordination Study

FINANCIAL
PROGRAMS
Service Information/Marketing Program
¯ Paratransit Directory
¯ CCIS - selected agencies
¯ Separate Agency Referral System
¯ Marketing of Information Services to the general public

PLAN
¯FY92 Budget

FYgl Budget
$21,300-37,300
$20,000-30,000
S120,000-540,000
$2,200
$5,000
$5,000

LACTCLabor
Capital Upgrades
CClS Contract
¯ AgencyReferral Contract
Printing & Distribution:
- Paratransit Directory
- MarketinS Information

$173,500-619,500

$15,600-27,20~
$120,000-540,000
2,200
$5,0(30
$5,000
S147,8~0-579,400

Driver and Dispatch Training Program
¯
¯
¯

Identify and review available training programsrelative
to agencyneeds - select and certify training agencies
Establish/monitor training programeligibility and
participation criteria
Schedule and conduct training programs

$23,800-41,700
$45,000-68,000
$50,000-100,000

LACTCLabor
Certification Contract
Training Contracts (Lead Agencies)

$118,800-209,700

$10,400-18,200
$75,000-125,000
$85,400-143,200

Risk Management Program

¯
¯

Contact existing programs{i.e., PlCo CalTIP, VIP, JPIA)
for programdetails
Prepare/assemble program information
Conduct workshopswith interested parties

$2,900-5,000
$2,000

LACTCLabor
Workshops

$4,900-7,000

$2,900-5,0C0
$2,000
$4,900-7,000.

Joint I’rt~rement Program
a) Vehicle Procurements
¯ Identify lead agency
¯ Establish/administer program
¯ Participate in Ca!trans/CaL~.C’TVehicle
Specification Task Force
b) Tire Procurements
Re-establish agreements with tire vendors
Certify eligibility to participate/monitor participation

$10,000-17,500
$10,000-30,000
$20,000-47,500

LACTCLabor
Vehicle Admin. Contract

$5,600-9,700
$25,000-50,000
$30,600-59,700

LACTC
Specialized

Page 2 of 3

Transportation Coordination Study

FINANCIAL
PROGRAMS

PLaN

Budget

FY92 Budget

Information Clearinghouse and Technical Assistance Program
¯
Annualdistrib, of Information regarding Coordination
Programsand assistance in registering/participating
in programs
-

¯
¯

Service Information
Driver and Dispatch Training
Risk Management
Joint Procurements
Service Eligibility
Contract Monitoring Guidelines
Fuel Tax Rebates

$99,900-174,900
$2,500
$1,500

LACTC
Labor (including MIS
support
to develop monitoring
,
system)
Printing &Mailing Costs
Travel

$103,900-178,900

$102,100-178,800
$2,500
$500
$105,100-181,800

UMTA
16(b)(2) grant application assistance
Participate in Caltrans/CalACT16(b)(2) Guidelines
revisions
Preparation of technical reports
post implementation evaluation of all programs
fine-tuning programsand objectives
distribution of documentedbenefits to participatin~
agencies ¯ .

Service Eligibility Program
¯ Reciprocal agreement approach (FYgl)
¯ MTCapproach (FY92)

$31,400-54,900
$45,000
$45,000

LACTCLabor
Software Development
Computer Hard ware

$121,400-144,900

$29,900-52,400

$29,900-52,400

Subregional Incentive Program

¯
¯
¯

Technical Assistance (e.g., planning & application
preparation, data reporting)
Project Grants (i.e., assumes 17%average award)
Quarterly Monitoring of Results
Preparation of Section 15 Reports

TOTALCOSTS

$16,300.28,500
$3,858,600

LACTCLabor
Project Grants

$16,300-28,600
$1,000,000-4,000,000

$3,874,900-3,887,100

$1,016,300"4,028,600

$4,417,400-5,094,600

$1,420,000"5,052,100
I

LACTCSpecialized

Exhibit II-11
Page 3 of 3
Transportation
Coordination

Study

FY92
LACTC
Labor & Fringe Benefits

$205,600-$359,800

$182,800-$319,900

Contracts

$223,200-$736,200

$222,200-$717,200

Materials, Supplies, Printing &
Mailing & Travel

$20,000

$15,000

Software/MIS Systems

$45,000

-

-

CCIS
Agency Referral
Training Set-Up
Training Sessions
Vehicle Procurements

¯ Eligibility

Program Monitoring
(assumed in-house development; costs shownin item #1)

$1,000,000-

Subregional Program Grants
Subtotal Operating

$3,858,600
$4,352,400-$5,019,600

Capital

$65,000-$75,000

$4,000,000
$1,420,000-$5,052,100

CCIS
Eligibility
TOTAL

$4,417,400-$5,094,600

$1,420,000-$5,052,100

Exhibi111-12

LACTC
Social Services Transportation. Coordination study

IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE
RECOMMENDED
COORDINATION
Overview of
Implementation Tasks

I April
t990

0

M~,N) HS FROM
PLAN,~DOi

July
1990

1

2

3

FOR THE
PROGRAMS

4

5

6

7

FY91
8 9 10 11

July

12 13

14 15

1992

16 17

18 19

20 21 22

23 ~4

1. RevisePropositionA
SubregionalIncentive
ProgramGuidelines
2. Allocate Subregional
Incentive ProgramFunds
ConductDetailed Cost/
Benefit Analysisof
Projects
3. Approve LACrC
Administrative Budget
4. Reorganize/Hire New
Staff
5. Design/Implement
ProgramMonitoring
6. Identify LeadAgencies
&Issue Contracts
7. Identify and Contact
Participating Agencies
8. BeEinPrograms(a)
O Committee Review
@LACTC
Actlon/MajorDecision Point

[] Interimproduct/deliverable/deadline
I Final product/deliverable/deadline

(a) DetailedProgram
Schedulesare containedin Exhibit11-1 through|1-7.

Formal
Program
Review

